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PREFACE
The systematic geological traverses around Lakha Juar (East) hillock reveals the presence
of 194 shelters. These shelters are characterised by thick vegetation around them. Many
of these shelters are not easily accessible. On account of this reason these shelters are not
very frequently visited by tourists. The shelters are situated west of Bhimbetka hillock.
There are 48 painted shelters. Some of these shelters are having unique painting.
Systematic geological studies of all the shelters present have been carried out. Each shelter
has been assigned number and they all have been mapped and are shown on Shelter
Distribution Map (Refer Vol-I)
Sincere efforts have been made to prepare detail inventory of the shelters present. These
inventory provide data on 23 parameters relevant for the purpose. These data will provide
input for taking up conservation measures. The inventory will also serve as data base for
posterity.
Inventory of the shelters under 23 paramters include gelogical factors, geotechnical
properties, biotic factors and also the present status of the shelters. These data will provide
relevant information to evolve suitable strategy for conservation of these shelters. The
paramters which have bearing on the life of paintings have been recorded. The geological
parameters considered are joints, lithological composition, status of weathering and
damages. Similarily geotechnical assessment of all the shelters have been done and suitable
remedial measures have been suggested.
The publication of shelter inventory will provide the reader a complete picture of the
shelters alongwith the present status in terms of its present condition. These data way
attract the serious research worker to take up further studies to evolve conservation measures
beyond the suggested ones which ultimately serve the cause of conservation of priceless
treasure of our ancient art and culture. I am sure the publication of this group of hillock
inventory will go a long way in serving the cause of conservation of world heritage site for
posterity.
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Vol-V

SHELTER INVENTORY OF
LAKHA JUAR (EAST) AMCHA GROUP
OF ROCK SHELTERS

1.

TOTAL SHELTERS

2.

PAINTED SHELTERS

3.

GEOTECHNICALY EVALUATED
SHELTERS

194
48
194

SHELTER INVENTORY OF
LAKHA JUAR (EAST) AMCHA GROUP
OF ROCK SHELTERS

SHELTER AS 1- AS 194

Pg. No.
1-423
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Rock Shelter No. AS-1
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

Nil

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°W

4.

Location *w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ Plateau/ mod.slope. / gent.slope.)

Part of a ridge (water divide) Big boulder upto a size
10 of x 8 x 8 m. The shelter forms a very small part
of the big boulder.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.0m, Height from ground-2.0m, (average)
Depth- 5.0m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane- 1.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Flat floor sloping towards N40W covered with
debris (ranging from 5x5 to 90x100 cm blocks).

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Initially convex, then concave as the depth increases
and there is a pit upto a dimension of 50x60cm
formed may be due to water or wind action.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings

10.

Types of Paintings -decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Good

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple brown colored 20 to 50cm thick-bedded
medium grained sandstone with (quartzitic look) silica
cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

*w.r.t.- with respect to
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint only.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crown/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking on

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

the ceiling and along bedding.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater marks along N60° E direction at
ceiling and at places it reaches inside the shelter.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

17.

18.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good (trees, shrubs and grass)

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey, black

Good growth of green and yellow lichens.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. Stable. Though the block is stable, since it

Stability: Stable. It is a detached
boulder.

Natural.

is detached block, it can be stabilized by
injecting concrete at the bottom.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling along N60° E

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.

direction and at places it reaches
inside the shelter.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-2
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-2

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)

Located in an isolated block, just below
ridge (water divide).

5.

Dimension

W/L-12.0m, Height from ground-2.0m,
Depth- 3.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Gentle slope towards NE Direction (Dip slope) filled
with a few boulders and covered slightly with grass
(dry).

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape with number of pot holes ranging in
dimension up to 60x40x20cms.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings -decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor) -

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light brown (reddish) colored, medium grained
sandstone with ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding not prominent.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

J1- a vertical fracture at the crown/ ceiling.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Fresh to slightly weathered sandstone with flaking
on the ceiling

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage of water.
Roll back water markings along the crown.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

This block is separated from main block by a joint
N50°W-S50°E direction open upto 10cm and tilted.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good vegetation.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Green Lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. Stable.

Stability: Stable, This block is
separated from main block by a

Natural.

joint N50°W-S50°E direction open
upto 10cm and tilted.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.
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4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-2

Cave

Shelter No. AS-2 : Cave Type with Concave Ceiling

Photo No. AS-3

Cave

Shelter No. AS-3 : Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling but Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-3
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-3

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S30°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)

Located on a ridge, which forms a water divide.

5.

Dimension

W/L-9.0m, Height from ground-1.0m, Depth-6.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if
any

Flat sloping towards N55°W direction.
Covered with sand, small boulders and grass.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular with concave ceiling and has cavities upto
1.5m x1.00m and 40cms.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored, 6-8 cm thick bedding, fine to
medium grained sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratification and bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N50°W- S50°E / 20° NE bedding joint, open upto
2cm and along the bedding only the shelter has
formed.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling is fresh to slightly weathered.
Floor covered with soil.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back rainwater marking along the ceiling.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Green, Orange and black lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. Stable.

Stability: Stable. The block is
separated from the main block by

Natural.

a N50°WS50° E/70°SE dipping,
5cm open joint and is stable by a
small block resting on the tilted
block and it is stable and does
not warrant any restoration work
further, there is no painting.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-4
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-4

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S 80°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Part of a ridge.

(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-7.0m, Height from ground-2.50m,
Depth- 6.0m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Tunnel Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Gently sloping towards NE direction. Covered with

if any

sandy soil and rock debris.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

Irregular and undulating surface.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on the crown part (concave side).

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

Two women dancing followed by two men and wild
animals (twelve horn deer).

cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor. It seems that the initial surface is coated with
gypsum (?) and over which the paintings are made.
At places the coating is off and formed bubble
type impressions.

13.

14.
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Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Purple color with thin white laminations, fine to

composition, cement, etc.)

medium grained sandstone with thick bedding. Silica
cement.

Primary structures

Cross stratification is prominent.
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15.

16.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Fracture N60°E- S60°W undulatory filled with

material/tree growth

weathered material upto 1 -2cms.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling is fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back rainwater from ceilings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Presently the block is stable. Could be destabilized
due to the presence of tree root. It looks that the root
is supporting the block. There is a fracture in
N60°ES60° W direction. The tree is on S60°W
direction and the other end is intact with rock bridge.
The fracture extends upto 2.5m. As the tree grows it
could accentuate the fracture in N60°E direction and
could de-stabilize the shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Green, yellow, orange, grey, black Lichens.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment

Remedial Measures

1.

1. Stable. The trees along with its roots should

Stability: Presently the block is

Natural.

stable. Could be destabilized due to
the presence of tree root. It looks

be completely removed. A small concrete
structure should be erected to stabilize the

that the root is supporting the
block. There is a fracture in

block.

N60°ES60°
W direction. The tree is on S60°W
direction and the other end is intact
with rock bridge. The fracture
extends upto 2.5m. As the tree
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grows it could accentuate the
fracture in N60°E direction and
could de-stabilize the shelter.
Further growth of tree would
destabilize the shelter.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

14

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-4

Orange
lichen

Grey lichen

Tunnel

Shelter No. AS-4 : Cave/Tunnel Type with Irregular Ceiling

Photo No. AS-5

Orange
lichen

Concave
ceiling

Cave

Shelter No. AS-5 : Cave Type with Concave Ceiling but Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-5
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-5

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S25°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located at the ridge.

(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.50m, Height from ground-1.5m,
Depth- 1.50m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if

Sloping towards S25°W direction.

any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Semicircular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

---

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Light purple colored, fine to medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

thick-bedded sandstone with quartzitic look, silica
cement.

14.

16

Primary structures

Crude bandings, massive.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Nil, except bedding joint.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Wall and ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking. There is no clear wall it is a cantilever
projection.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

17.

18.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Green, yellow Lichens at the entrance.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Damage

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on wall and ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-6
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-6

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)

Located at the ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.0m, Height from ground-3.50m,
Depth- 6.50m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/
Cave/Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

Cave Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit if
any

Sloping towards N80°W direction, covered with
debris, boulder size upto 40cm slabs.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Flat with undulations.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with white laminations thickbedded
fine to medium grained sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratifications and bandings.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

J1-N15°W –S15°E / 56°SW
J2-N55°E – S 55°E / SE and bedding joint. The
shelter is formed by these joints (wedge failure).
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: slightly weathered ceiling with flaking.
Wall and Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage marks at the ceiling.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Green Lichens.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, (Formed due to
wedge failure).

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage markings at the ceiling.

2. Seepage assessment needs to be done.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-6

Concave
ceiling
Cave

Shelter No. AS-6 : Cave Type with Concave Ceiling But Irregular
Photo No. AS-7

Cave

Shelter No. AS-7 : Cave Type with Irregular Ceiling
20
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Rock Shelter No. AS-7
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-7

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N85°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated block (Independent) on a gently

(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)

dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.0m, Height from ground-1.0m,
Depth-4.0m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Flat, covered with rock debris.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

Undulatory / irregular.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

---

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Light brown colored, fine to medium

composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with silica and
ferruginous cement. Bedding is not
prominent.

14.

Primary structures

Obscured due to lichens.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Nil.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Slightly weathered with flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings very close to
the periphery of the shelter.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

17.

18.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey, black

Green, Yellow & black lichens.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures

22

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on wall and ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-8
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-8

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N80°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)

Isolated block (Independent) on a gently dipping
slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-8.0m, Height from ground-1.0m,
Depth- 5.50m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Pedestal

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Gentle sloping towards N30°W

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Flat to undulatory (slightly).

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown colored, 1.0m thick bedded,
medium grained sandstone, silica and
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Obscured due to lichens.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered sandstone

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with minor flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings very close to the
periphery of the shelter.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Good, green & black lichens.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-8

Flat ceiling

Shelter No. AS-8 : Pedestal Type with Flat Ceiling
Photo No. AS-9

Shelter No. AS-9 : Pedestal Type with Irregular Ceiling
25
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Rock Shelter No. AS-9
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-9

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)

Isolated block/boulder on a gently dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.0m, Height from ground-1.30m,
Depth-4.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Pedestal Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Floor covered with rock debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular convex.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown colored, medium grained
sandstone, silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratifications.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil.

material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Moderately weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back rainwater markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

the shelter.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable. Right side wall is resting on two small
boulders.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Green, yellow & black lichens at the entrance.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. Stability. The right hand side wall could
be stabilized by cleaning and

Stability: Unstable. Right side
wall is resting on two small
boulders.

Natural.

concreting the side.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-10
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-10

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plateau/ mod.slope./ gentle slope.)
Isolated block on a gently dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.0m, Height from ground-1.20m,
Depth-2.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Sloping towards S50°W direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular, Undulatory.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown colored, medium grained
sandstone with silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratifications.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking.
Wall: Slightly to moderately weathered with
flaking.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage marking through bedding joint at the
ceiling.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Tilted block/ boulder.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Green, & grey lichens at the left wall.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. Stable. The block could be stabilized as it

Stability: Stable, Tilted block/
boulder.

Natural.

is by concreting the base with out
disturbing the present position..

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on wall and ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-10

Cantilever

Irregular
ceiling
Rocky base

Shelter No. AS-10 : Cantilever Type with Irregular Ceiling
Photo No. AS-11
Grey lichen
Yellow lichen

Dilation along
bedding planes

Flat ceiling
Cavities along
bedding plane

Shelter No. AS-11 : Pedestal Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-11
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-11

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N60°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block on a slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.0m, Height from ground-2.0m,
Depth-6.0m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Pedestal Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Sloping towards S40°W direction covered with
rock debris and soil. There is a pillar.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Flat with undulations.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good/
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown colored, medium grained,
quartzitic sandstone with silica and ferruginous
cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratifications.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint (tilted).

material/tree growth

Fracture: N15°W- S15°E / 70° NE.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: Moderately weathered with scaling.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along bedding joint and N15°W- S15°E /
70° NE fracture.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass& shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Green, yellow, orange lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along bedding joint and

2. Seepage assessment has to be done for

N15°WS15° E / 70° NE fracture.
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bedding joint and fracture.

3.

Flaking minor on wall and ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling spheroidal weathering.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-12
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-12

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

Open in all sides and resting on three parts (legs)

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block located on a sloping ground.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.0m, Height from ground-3.0m, Depth-7.0m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc. domal (?)

Pedestal Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Floor is clean and dipping towards SW direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good/
Exc./ poor)

Good

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown colored, medium grained,
quartzitic sandstone with silica and ferruginous
cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratifications.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil.

material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back rain water markings at the periphery

trend/ along floor)

more than 1.0m inside.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Green, yellow, orange lichens at the entrance..

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and floor.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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Natural.

controlling roll backwater.
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(

J

)

Photo No. AS-12

Vertical joint
Dry marks of
roll back water

Grey lichen

Rocky base

Shelter No. AS-12 : Pedestal Type with Ceiling Irregular
Photo No. AS-13

Rockmass in
danger of
collapse
Flat ceiling

Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-13 : Cave Type with Flat Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-13
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-13

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S60°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated tilted block located on a gently dipping
slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.0m, Height
Depth- 6.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Undulatory, general dipping towards S70°W
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Undulatory.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown colored, medium grained,
cross-bedded quartzitic sandstone with silica and
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Well preserved cross stratifications.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N80°E – S80°W /90° tight fracture without any
seepage markings.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Covered with sandy soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings at the periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable, but delicately resting.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Good, Green, black, orange lichens at the entrance.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. Stable. The block could be stabilized by

Stability: Stable, but delicately
resting.

Natural.

concreting the S70°W facing part.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-14
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Ridge, fairly steep slope (50°).

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-1.4m, Depth-1.8m,
Depth of caving along bedding plane- 4.3m
(inaccessible)

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Hood type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

No deposit, rock surface, gentle dip along N60°W

if any

direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular concave shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Paintings on the wall (obscured, nothing could be
deciphered)

10.

Types of Paintings -decorative/line drawing

Some animal, could not be discerned, it is obscure.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Reddish brown with thin to 3.5cm thick white

composition, cement, etc.)

banding fine to medium grained sandstone with
ferruginous cement, bedding thickness from 1.0cm
to 15cm.
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14.

Primary structures

Thin bedding plane

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

J1-Bedding joint N45°W –S45°E/ 20° NE
J2- Fracture (N55°W-S55°E / 50°SW) just cutting
the bedding at askew.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately wreathed joint,
which connects the wall and ceiling.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage marking along the fracture.
Roll back rainwater markings at the wall and

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around.

Nil.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Green, yellow, orange, black lichens.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along the fracture.

2. The seepage along the fracture could be
controlled by placing or filing the fracture
with waterproof cement.

3.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling and at wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-15
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S80°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

On a ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-1.20m,
Depth: 7.50m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

T Shaped floor covered with grass, sand and
rock debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

Paintings on the wall (left side)

10.

Types of Paintings -decretive/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Could not be discerned, it is obscure.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor. (The paintings must have been damaged
by direct exposure to rain water).

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown colored, medium grained,
massive sandstone with silica & ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratification and color banding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

50 cm long fracture in N50°W-S50°E / 75°SW
direction noticed on the ceiling and there is
seepage markings.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered ceiling with
flakes. Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with

bedding or bedding joint plane)

flakes.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage marking along the fracture just above
the paintings on the wall.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings at the periphery
and inward dipping planes of roof.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Grey lichens at the entrance.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage marking along the fracture
just above the paintings on the wall.

2. Seepage along the fracture could be
controlled by placing waterproof
cement at the surface after cleaning,
though the seepage is not alarming.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-16
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S45°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block on a ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.60m, Height from ground-0.90m,
Depth-2.60m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Flat rock with little grass and debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semi circular.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings -decretive/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown with minor white colored
laminations, medium grained, quartzitic
sandstone with silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Well preserved cross stratifications.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Nil.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Slightly weathered.
Wall: Slightly weathered.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back rainwater markings at ceiling and wall.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Green, grey, orange lichens at the entrance.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

No geotechnical problem except
roll backwater.

1. No geotechnical problem.

2.

Roll back water markings at the

2. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

Natural.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-17
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

Open on N25°W and S25°E direction.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

On a tip of a ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-1.40m,
Depth-3.0m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Tubular/ tunnel

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular rocky floor no deposit.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular tubular shape ceiling.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown colored, medium grained,
quartzitic sandstone with silica and ferruginous cement

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratifications.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

One small fracture upto a length of 50cm on

material/tree growth

ceiling in S25°E direction.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with minor

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

scaling and flakes.
Wall: fresh to slightly weathered with minor
scaling and flakes

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back rainwater markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable. Delicately resting on a small rock
piece detached from main rock mass by a
N45°W – S45°E trending vertical joint open
upto 35 cm.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Poor.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Green, grey, orange lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, Delicately
resting on a small rock piece
detached from main rock mass by
a N45°W – S45°E trending vertical

1. Stable. Remove the boulders along the
joints and concrete the resting places on
the southwest direction.

joint open upto 35 cm.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-18
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-18

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block on a ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.30m, Height from ground-0.90m,
Depth-4.50m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Hood Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular undulatory filled with sandy soil
and grass.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown with white colored thin
bands, medium grained, with silica and
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratifications and color banding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with
minor flakes.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh to slightly weathered with
minor flakes.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Green, grey lichens at the entrance.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-18

Hood

Flat ceiling
Base filled with
scree and
shrubby
undergrowth

Shelter No. AS-18 : Hood Type with Flat Ceiling but Irregular
Photo No. AS-19

Tree growth
along bedding
plane
Yellow lichen

Cave

Shelter No. AS-19 : Cave Type with Flat Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-19
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-19

3.

Facing Direction

S60°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Part of a ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.80m, Height from ground-1.10m,
Depth-1.80m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-1.6m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Flat lenticular, partly rocky and partly filled with
grass and small shrubs.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Flat.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Reddish brown with white colored thin bands
thickness varying from few cm to 5cm, medium
grained sandstone with ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Thin beds.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/treegrowth

bedding joint.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with minor flakes.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Slightly to moderately weathered with flakes.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings on ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Green, grey, orange lichens.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-20
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-20

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N75°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Part of a ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.60m, Height from ground-2.10m,
Depth-2.20m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Pedestal Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rocky surface, gently slope towards N75°W
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

The ceiling is formed by two slabs the upper
one extends more than 2.0m. irregular in
shape with concave pittings.

9.

Paintings presence

No paintings.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Reddish brown with white colored thin bands,
medium grained quartzitic sandstone with ferruginous
cement. There is crushing along bedding.

14.

Primary structures

Color banding few cm to 6-7cm to 20cm.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

J1. Fracture in N25°E – S25°W direction.
J2. N75°E – S75°W / 70° NW open joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flakes.
Wall: fresh to slightly weathered with flakes.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along N75°E – S75°W / 70° NW
open joint.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back rainwater markings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable. Ceiling is stable on its own by its
staking upto 40-50cm thick slab is fractured.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Greenish yellow, grey, orange, black lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, Ceiling is stable
on its own by its staking upto

1. Stable.

40-50cm thick slab is fractured.
2.

Seepage along N75°E – S75°
W / 70° NW open joint.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling and wall.

2. Seepage could be controlled by
filling of open joints at the top.
3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.
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Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-20

Cavities

Block failure
along joints

Scaling

Shelter No. AS-20 : Pedestal Type with Ceiling Irregular
Photo No. AS-21

Cavities

Scaling

Irregular
ceiling

Rocky base

Shelter No. AS-21 : Pedestal Type with Irregular Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-21
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-21

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S45°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated boulder on a gently sloping (NW

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

direction) ground.

5.

Dimension

W/L- 4.10m, Height from ground-1.05m,
Depth-3.60m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Pedestal Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky floor sloping towards NW & SE

if any

direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

Semicircular with a cavity 1.32 x 1.15x 0.8m at
the roof. As if the roof is sitting on a block

Irregular, Cavity, Oval

resting on two sides all other sides are open.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings -decretive/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

---

8.

cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Hard compact brownish red and white bands in

composition, cement, etc.)

equal proportion, fine to medium grained
sandstone. Floor is fresh where as the ceiling is
slightly weathered. Silica and ferruginous
cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

J1- N45°E –S45°W sub-vertical dip with 1.5cm
open
joint at the floor. No fracture at the roof.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crown/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.
Floor: fresh.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage only roll back water markings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Precariously resting on two places small
vibration could destabilize the roof.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey lichen and black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, precariously
resting on two places, small
vibration could destablize the roof.

1. Unstable. The ceiling could be
stabilized by strengthening the existing
support by concreting.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-22
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-22

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S20°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a small ridge (boulder shelter) Open
on either side (S20°W – N20°E).

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.60m, Height from ground-1.40m,
Depth-6.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Hood cum cave type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape covered with sandy soil and debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular undulating.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

--

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Fine to medium grained sandstone, light purple
colored with little amount of white material.
Ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding and color banding Max size 10cm.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

---
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: slightly weathered with flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage only roll back water markings.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey lichen and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-22

Hood
Block
dislodging
along bedding
plane

Cave

Shelter No. AS-22 : Hood Cum Cave Type with Flat Ceiling
Photo No. AS-24

Bedding joint

Rocky base

Cave

Shelter No. AS-24 : Cave Type with Ceiling Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-23
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N35°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

An isolated insitu inselbeg block.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.30m, Height from ground-1.20m,
Depth-3.0m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Stepped due to bedding, no deposits.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Flat, undulating.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Reddish brown and white alternate bands (white
bed width varying from a few mm to 6-8cm) fine to
medium grained sandstone, ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Color bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

J1- Bedding joint N45°W – S45°E/ 16° NE

material/tree growth

direction.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: fresh to slightly weathered.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Only roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling (with in the left side wall.)

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, Orange and green lichens and black fungi.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-24
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-24 (Page No. 58)

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N25°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated Inselberg.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-0.85m, Depth2.0m Depth of caving along bedding plane-1.0m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Flat dipping towards NE direction, No deposits.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Flat with undulations.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Reddish brown and white alternate bands (red bed
width varying from a few mm to 10cm) fine to
medium grained sandstone, ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Color bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Open bedding joint at the bottom, no indications of
seepage.
A fracture N80°W – S80°E shows clear
indications of seepage.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to Slightly weathered.
Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage markings due to fracture at the joint

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

where the ceiling and wall meet.
Roll back water markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Presently it is stable. However, if the fracture

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane

opens up at the ceiling it could become unstable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, Orange and green lichens and black fungi.

17.

18.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Presently stable, however,

1. Stable.

if the fracture opens up at the
ceiling it could become unstable.
2.

Seepage markings due to fracture at
the joint where the ceiling and wall
meet.

2. seepage along the fracture could be
controlled by cleaning, chipping and
applying water proof cement at the
surface.

3.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-25
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-25

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S65°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Small isolated hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.50m, Height from ground-0.75m, Depth1.10m, Depth of caving along bedding plane- 0.30m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Pedestal cum Tunnel Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Gently dipping floor towards N25°E direction.
Rocky surface.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Flat with concave and convex surfaces.

9.

Paintings presence

Yes (at the ceiling)

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Could not discern.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light reddish brown and white color bands ( the
thickness of banding varies from 2cm to 10cm)
fine to medium grained sandstone, ferruginous
cement.

14.

Primary structures

Color banding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint at places open upto 0.50cm at the

material/tree growth

wall.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking and crushing along bedding.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: moderately weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings at the ceilings and part

trend/ along floor)

of wall and white mineral coatings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Light grey and green lichens.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-25

Tilted boulder

Separation
along bedding
joint

Rocky floor
Scaling

Shelter No. AS-25 : Pedestal Cum Tunnel Type with Flat Ceiling

Photo No. AS-26

Block in
danger of
collapse

Flat ceiling

Tunnel

Shelter No. AS-26 : Pedestal Cum Tunnel Type with Flat Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-26
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-26

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

South

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Boulder resting on a gently sloping ground.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.20m, Height from ground-1.75m, Depth8.0m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-1.5m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Pedestal cum Tunnel Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Flat floor gently sloping towards NW direction
with few rock debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Concave at the initial stage then almost flat.

9.

Paintings presence

Present.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)

Could not discern except few marks indicating that
there is painting.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Fine to medium grained quartzitic sandstone
massive in nature with thin banding. Silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Thin banding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

J1-Few bedding joint visible on the left side.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: No wall

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the ceilings and white
mineral coatings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable. (Open on all sides resting on three legs)

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Good growth
Grey, and yellowish green lichens and black fungi.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-27
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-27

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S5°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated boulder on a flat ground.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.60m, Height from ground-1.0m,
Depth- 3.20m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Hood Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Gentle dipping towards NW direction covered

if any

with soil (white ant house)

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Flat with undulations.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings -decretive/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Light purple colored, fine to medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone, with siliceous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint dipping towards East direction.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings deep inside also.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Good growth
Grey, and green lichens and black fungi.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-27

Dislodging
along bedding
plane

Hood
Scaling

Yellow lichen

Shelter No. AS-27 : Hood Type with Flat Ceiling

Photo No. AS-28
Cantilever

Rockmass
failure along
bedding join
Rocky floor

Scaling

Shelter No. AS-28 : Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-28
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-28

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Northwest extension of a ridge and water divide.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.80m, Height from ground-0.85m, Depth1.80m, Depth of caving along bedding plane- 0.30m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Flat gentle slope towards N60°W direction. Rocky.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Flat with pits.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored, fine to medium grained sandstone
with bedding thickness of 10cm. silica and
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Fracture N65°E – S65°W / 90° at the ceiling extends
upto 30cm with out any seepage markings.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Practically no wall.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings deep inside also with
mineral coatings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Good growth
Grey lichens and black fungi.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.
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4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-29
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-29

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S80°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Boulder resting on flat ground.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.0m, Height from ground-1.45m, Depth3.30m, Depth of caving along bedding plane- 2.50m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Pedestal cum Cantilever

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any Undulating rocky covered with
sandy soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular at the beginning and flat undulatory
deep inside.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored, fine to medium grained
massive sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Massive bands.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings deep inside also with
mineral coatings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-29

Spheroidal
weathering

Cantilever

Shelter No. AS-29 : Pedestal Cum Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling
Photo No. AS-30

Failure scarp
Seepage
marks
Flat ceiling

Tunnel

Shelter No. AS-30 : Pedestal Cum Tunnel Type with
Flat Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-30
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-30

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S15°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Boulder resting on gently dipping topography.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-0.90m, Depth2.70m, Depth of caving along bedding plane- 2.0m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Pedestal cum Tunnel Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky. Undulating gentle slope towards N20°W

if any

direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Undulatory, Oval.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.
10.

Paintings presence
Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Nil
---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Purple colored, fine to medium grained crossbedded

composition, cement, etc.)

massive sandstone with silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

J1- N45°E-S45°W/70° SE direction undulating at

material/tree growth

the crown and the unstable block is removed.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flakes.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings with mineral coatings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Pedestal rock/ Mushroom rock resting on a small

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

seat and one side is resting with another boulder
along a joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

poor

17.

18.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey and Orange lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Presently stable, Pedestal
rock/ Mushroom rock resting on a

1. Presently stable.

small seat and one side is resting
with another boulder along a joint.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-31
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-31

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S30°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block located on a gently dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.20m, Height from ground-0.90m,
Depth- 2.10m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lenticular, undulatory covered with rock debris
and soil and grass.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Oval shape, with deep concave potholes upto a
size of 1.0 x 0.80 x 0.50m.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored, fine to medium grained crossbedded
massive sandstone with silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

J1- N50°E – S50°W/ 70° NW direction open upto
0.5cm undulatory. There is a small tree growth in
the joint at the ceiling.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along the joint N50°E – S50°W/ 70° NW
present in the ceiling.
Roll back water markings and mineral
encrustations at the surface of the ceiling resting
close to the ground.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable. There is a small tree growth in the joint at
the ceiling. If the tree is allowed to grow it would
open up the joint and the right part would fail.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi

Good
Grey and Orange lichens and black fungi

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, There is a small tree
growth in the joint at the ceiling.
If the tree is allowed to grow it
would open up the joint and the
right part would fail.

1. Stable. The trees along with its roots
should be completely removed and filled
with water proof cement to avoid entry of
water.

2.

Seepage along the joint N50°E –
S50°W/ 70° NW present in the
ceiling..

2. Seepage could be controlled by sealing the
entry point by water proof cement.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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(

J

)

Photo No. AS-31

Small
cavities/pits
Bedding plane

Shelter No. AS-31 : Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling
Photo No. AS-33

Failure scar

Rockmass in
danger of
collapse
Tunnel

Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-33 : Pedestal Cum Tunnel Type with
Concave But Irregular Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-32
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N85°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Boulder with the shelter resting on a boulder with
two resting point.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-1.60m,
Depth- 3.20m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular floor gently dipping towards N45°W
direction. Rocky.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular with number of deep pockets.

9.

Paintings presence

Present in the crown.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Orange: Type could not be discerned.
Red: Not very clear - wild animal.
White: not very clear – dancing human.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange, Red, White

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored medium grained massive cross
bedded quartzitic sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N15°E –S15°W fracture with light seepage marks.
N50°E – S50°W fracture with light seepage marks in
the ceiling.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Minor seepage along the two fractures.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings and mineral encrustations.
Crushing at the end of resting places.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Precariously resting with two points on a boulder.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Grey at the ceiling and yellow lichens at the floor.

17.

18.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, crushing observed
at the resting place, needs
strengthening.

2.

Minor seepage along the two
fractures.

1. Stable. The resting places should be
strengthened by concreting thus increasing
the resting area.
2. Seepage is not alarming it is not affecting
the paintings but difficult to control minor
seepage, however an attempt can be made at
the entry point by applying water proof
cement at top.
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3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-33
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-33 (Page No. 80)

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S65°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated boulder resting on a gently dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.10m, Height from ground-0.85m, Depth2.20m, Depth of caving along bedding plane- 1.5m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc. Tunnel Type shelter.

Pedestal cum Tunnel Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Oval shape, dipping towards N40°W
direction and rocky.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Tubular open on either side.

9.

Paintings presence

Present in the crown.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Paintings are not very clear. – Wild animal
(Bison).

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored, medium grained crossbedded
quartzitic sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N-S/85°E dipping fracture open upto 2mm
exposed to sky and it meets another fracture
dipping on either side on left wall.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crown/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking.
Wall: Slightly to moderately weathered with flaking.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

N-S/85°E dipping fracture open upto 2mm and no
seepage markings.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings and mineral deposits
obscured the paintings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Curved part resting on two sides needs

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

strengthening measures.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good with shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, green and yellow lichens.

18.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, the tubular
part is resting on two walls with
little attachment to the ground.

2.

Seepage along the fracture.

1. Unstable. The resting part should be
strengthened by concreting.

2. Filling the entry point of water with water
proof cement as it is open to sky would
control the seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.
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4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-34
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-34

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N65°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated boulder resting on a gently dipping slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.90m, Height from ground-2.20m,
Depth- 1.20m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Pedestal Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, rocky and stepped floor.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape with deep pits.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Not clear, type could not be discerned.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Reddish purple color, fine to medium grained sand

composition, cement, etc.)

stone with silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N-S fracture at the tip of the ceiling, open upto 3-

material/tree growth

4mm dipping 30°at one end and other end it is
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intact, no continuation of fracture. N45°E-S45°W
fracture on the left side upto 70cm on the ceiling
open fracture with seepage marks.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crown/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh and it is slightly to moderately
weathered close to fracture at the front. With
flaking.
Wall: Fresh.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage at ceiling along fracture.
Roll back water through the fracture in the crown
and wall and mineral deposits.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Part of the ceiling is unstable through fracture, some
part could come out.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Less vegetation around.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi

Good, Grey, Black and Orange lichens and black
fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Unstable, part of the
ceiling is unstable through a fracture
and part of it could fall..

1. Unstable. The fracture could be sealed
with waterproof cement so that water
does not enter and it is strengthened.

2.

Seepage along the fracture at the
ceiling.

2. The above measure would control the
seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on floor.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-34

Rockmass in
danger of
collapse
Yellow
lichen

Seepage
marks

Shelter No. AS-34 : Pedestal Type
Photo No. AS-35
Failure scar

Hood

Rockmass in
danger of
collapse along
inclined joint
Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-35 : Hood Type with Concave Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-35
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-35

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N35°W-S35°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated boulder resting on a rocky surface along a

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

gently dipping slope.

Dimension

W/L-2.10m, Height from ground-1.35m,

5.

Depth- 3.0m
6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Hood Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc. Semicircular tube.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky- no floor, it is an isolated block just resting.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Semicircular tube with resting place on one side.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on wall.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

It is obscure.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Light purple to light reddish brown fine to medium

composition, cement, etc.)

grained massive rock with crude bedding.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding not well developed.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N10°W-S10°E fracture dipping at 30° towards NE

material/tree growth

with seepage marks.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to moderately weathered.
Wall: Fresh to Slightly weathered.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage at the ceiling along the N10°W-S10°E
fracture.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings marked by the presence
of mineral coatings on either side of opening.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Block is partially stable; the stability can be

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

further increased by placing concrete at the
bottom.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Poor.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Green, grey and orange lichens and black fungi.

17.

18.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black
or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Rain water.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Partially stable, good
growth of banyan tree along joints
would destabilize in future.

2.

Seepage at the ceiling along the
N10WS10E fracture.

1. Stable. The trees along with its roots
should be completely removed. And the
block can be strengthened by placing the
concrete.
2. Seepage along the fracture can be
controlled by arresting the water entry
point by waterproof cement.

3.

flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on floor and
ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-36
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-36

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block on NW slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.90m, Height from ground-1.10m, Depth2.20m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-40cm

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lenticular oval shape, sloping towards NW
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Lenticular dome shape with pits of different size and
shapes.

9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals

Line drawing- 4 horses and 4 men riding the horses.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

White.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Ceiling is reddish brown thin-bedded (2cm to 10cm)
fine-grained sandstone. Floor is light purple hard
compact fine to medium grained sandstone –
quartzitic with thickness varying from 8 to 35cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding and color banding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Sub horizontal bedding joint where floor meets the
roof and is open upto6cm, there are indications of
seepage marks. Bedding joint N20°W-S20°E/10°NE.
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Another fracture trending in N40°E-S40°W direction
with vertical dip open upto 2mm at the right side of
crown shows seepage marks which is exposed to
surface and treated.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered, with
flaking at the ceiling and crumbling along bedding
where the floor meets the ceiling.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage markings along the bedding at the junction
between floor and ceiling and water markings at the
floor. Roll backwater at the periphery of ceiling and
mineral deposits.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichen
green, yellow, orange, grey, black or Fungi

Good, Grey, green and yellow lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural- rainwater.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable. crumbling along bedding where the
floor meets the ceiling.

2.

Seepage along N20°W-S20°E/10°NE
bedding joint and along N40°ES40°W direction with vertical dip
fracture in the ceiling.

2. Seepage along the fractures can be
controlled by sealing it with waterproof
cement as it is exposed to surface.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral deposits at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-36
Grey lichen
Yellow lichen
Failure scar
Rock boulders

Scaling

Shelter No. AS-36 : Cave Type with Concave Ceiling

Photo No. AS-37

Failure scar

Floor covered
with scree and
shrubs

S
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Rock Shelter No. AS-37
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-37

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated block resting on a small nala bank.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-3.10m, Height from
ground-1.40m, Depth- 1.90m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Hood Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, flat, covered with irregular debris

if any

(small boulders), soil and grass.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Triangular with small pits.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on wall.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Line drawing, human dancing with wild animal

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Black.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Light purple colored fine to medium grained

composition, cement, etc.)

thickly bedded > 30cm with silica cement.
quartzitic sandstone

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.
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15.

16.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N25°E-S25°W/90° open upto 3mm traceable over

material/tree growth

m in the roof with seepage markings with rock bridge
Bedding joint is prominent.

Weathering (on wall/crown/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with mineral
coating.
Floor: Since it is an isolated block, floor does not
exist

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along N25°E-S25°W/90° open upto 3mm

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

traceable over 1 m in the roof open to sky.
Roll back water markings with mineral deposits.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, grass growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good, Grey, green and orange lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along N25°E-S25°W/90°

2. Seepage along the fractures can be

in the ceiling.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral deposits at the wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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controlled by sealing it with waterproof
cement as it is exposed to surface.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-38
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S10°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block on a gently dipping ground towards
NW.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.0m, Height from ground-1.0m, Depth2.30m, Depth of caving along bedding plane- 1.5m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Triangular, flat covered with sandy soil and debris
(40 x 15 x 10cm)

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular, flat with slight concave roof.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored medium grained (with coarse
sand) thinly (0.5 to 1.00cm) to thickly (>50cm)
bedded sandstone with silica cement at places quartzitic

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

E-W fracture at the tip of the roof with a bedding
joint at south side not exposed to surface, detached
from along N75°E-S75°W joint on south side.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking.
Floor: Covered with soil and debris.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings with mineral deposits.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable, Roof is resting on small boulders.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, grass & shrub growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey, black

Good, Grey, green and yellow lichens and black fungi.

or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. The roof can be strengthened by

Stability: Roof is unstable resting
on small boulders.

2.

Flaking at the ceiling.

Natural.

concreting part of the base with out
disturbing the present set up.
2. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

3.

Mineral deposits at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-39
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N45°E and S45°W. both direction.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block located on a ridge with a scarp face in
S45°W direction.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-1.10m,
Depth- 3.50m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc. Tunnel

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/good/
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Reddish brown colored with thin white/off white
laminae, fine to medium grained sandstone with
silica and iron cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N55°E-S55°W/85° SE, tight, irregular joint.
N65°WS65° E/85°NE tight, irregular joint at the floor.

Irregular, rocky gentle dipping slope towards N45°E
direction.

N30°E-S30°W joint with rock bridge at NE direction
with seepage marks (length 2.00m). E-W fracture
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with rock bridge at the end with seepage marks.
N40°W-S40°E fracture joining N30°E-S30°W joint.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Floor & wall: Fresh to slightly weathered. With tree
roots at the bottom.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage markings along N30°E-S30°W joint, along
E-W fracture and N40°W-S40°E fracture joining
N30°E-S30°W joint.
Roll back water markings with mineral deposits.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable. Tilted block due to failure along two
N65°E-S65°W curvilinear fracture open and
detached and tilted towards SW direction. N40°ES40°
W curvilinear fracture with tree along the
fracture at the roof.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good (Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey, black or Fungi

Good, Grey, green, orange and yellow lichens and
black fungi

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Unstable: Tilted block due
to failure along two N65° E-S65° W
curvilinear fracture open and detached
and tilted towards SW direction. N400
E-S40°W curvilinear fracture with
tree along the fracture at the roof.

1. Strengthening the southern side by
concreating and removal of trees along with
its roots.

2.

Seepage along N30°E-S30°W joint,
along E-W fracture and N40°
W-S40°E fracture joining N30°
E-S30°W joint.

2. The seepage can be controlled by placing or
injecting grout with waterproof cement but
accessing the top is a problem.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral deposits at the ceiling

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at
the periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-40
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N50°W open in three direction.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Tip of a ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.40m, Height from ground-1.20m,
Depth- 3.0m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc. Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky gentle dipping with two open joints
N70°E-S70°W/85°NW, N40°W-S40°E/80°SW.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Rectangular with irregular surface.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

----

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v.
good /Exc./poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored fine to medium grained thin
to thickly (>30cm) bedded sandstone with silica
and iron cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N70°W-S70°E/85°SW, irregular joint open upto
2mm in the ceiling, along which seepage marks
are observed and at the other end SE side rock
bridge is present extends upto 1.50m. N70°ES70°W/85°NW at the floor.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crown/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with
crumbling along bedding and there is crumbling
at the joint where ceiling meets the floor.
Floor: Fresh to Slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage at the ceiling along N70°W-S70°E/85°SW
joint. Roll back water markings with mineral
deposits at the ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable Cantilever projection there is a open
fracture/joint along N10°W-S10°E direction.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, grass & shrub growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good, Grey, and yellow lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable.

1. The shelter is formed as cantilever projection
and the block is detached through N10°
WS10° E joint can be stabilized by
strengthening the base by concreting.

2.

Seepage along N70°W-S70°E joint,
Crumbling is along the bedding
and joint.

2. The seepage N70°W-S70°E joint which is
open to sky, can be controlled by placing
or injecting grout with waterproof cement
but accessing the top is a problem.
Crumbling is along the bedding and joint
is due to movement or due to super load
and the material along this cannot take that
load. Needs study to identify the reason and
can be treated accordingly.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral deposits at the ceiling

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-41
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S30°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located as an isolated block within Amcha
talav/dam.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.20m, Height from ground-1.90m,
Depth-3.30m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular in shape and the floor is at two steps,
rocky surface and no deposits.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular oval shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Present on ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings -decretive/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

Could not discern anything very faint due to
mineral coatings.

11.

Colour:(Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored fine to medium grained, hard
compact quartzitic sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Color banding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N-S/90° fracture, with 2m traceability with rock
bridges in northern direction, open upto 1mm in
ceiling. E-W joint irregular, traceable over 80cm
tight joint. N30°W-S30°E/80°SW traceable over
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1.5m open upto 2mm with seepage marks,
irregular joint in the ceiling.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling &wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with
flaking. Floor: Fresh.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage at the ceiling along N30°W-S30°E/
80°SW.
Roll back water markings with thick white and
dirty white, mineral deposits at the ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Presently stable, Could become unstable due to the
presence of a fracture on the left side, where wall
meets crown at E-W joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Nil.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good, if no water in the talav.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good, Black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Presently stable, Could
become unstable due to the
presence of a fracture on the left
side, where wall meets crown at
EW joint.

1. The shelter is presently stable. There is a
open joint on the left side and there is rock
bridge hence it is stable. This can be
strengthened/sealed by injecting waterproof
cement without pressure.

2.

Seepage along N30°W-S30°E/80°
SW joint at the ceiling.

2. The seepage along N30°W-S30°E/80°SW
joint is difficult to control, however, an
attempt cane be made to control it by
injecting cement grout in the joint which
is open to surface.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral deposits at the ceiling

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-42
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-1.30m,
Depth-1.80m. Depth of caving along bedding
plane-4.20m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Lenticular, flat, covered with soil.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

Irregular shape.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/

---

domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored fine to medium grained thin to
thickly (10 to 100cm) bedded sandstone with
silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N80°E-S80°W/90°, irregular joint open upto
5mm in the ceiling, along which seepage marks
(due to surface water along slope) are observed.
NW-SE joint parallel to bedding joint with
seepage and irregular fracture.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling & wall: Fresh to Slightly weathered.
Floor: Soil covered.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along wall, along N80°E-S80°W/90°,
and NW-SE joint.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings along the periphery of
the ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, Plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass & shrub growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
22.
23.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)
Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Natural.
Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. The shelter is stable.

2.

Seepage along NW-SE/ joint and

2. The entry of water can be reduced by

along N80°E-S80°W/90° joint.

sealing the joints, which would drastically
reduce the seepage along both joints. The
NW-SE joint is connected to N80°ES80°W joint at south direction.

3.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-43
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S10°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated block located on a ridge which forms

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

a bank of a nala.

Dimension

W/L-3.30m, Height from ground-1.0m,

5.

Depth-2.10m.
6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular in shape gentle dipping towards

if any

S40°E direction covered with sand and rock debris.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Lenticular oval shape, flat formed along

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

bedding.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good/

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple colored fine to medium grained 10cm

size, composition, cement, etc.)

thick-bedded sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint.

material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling & wall: Fresh to Slightly weathered
with little flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings along the periphery

trend/ along floor)

of the ceiling, and mineral deposits along the
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey and Orange lichens and Black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. The shelter is stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-44
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N80°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Big boulder located on a bank of a nala.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.0m, Height from ground-0.50m,
Depth-1.50m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lenticular in shape, sloping towards S80°W
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Concave at the beginning and becomes convex
at the end of a lencicular ceiling.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored medium grained 15cm
thick-bedded sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint. There is a tree growth along the
bedding joint, N60°W-S60°E/85°NE open upto
3mm joint with seepage marks.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling & wall: Fresh to Slightly weathered
with little flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along N60°W-S60°E/85°NE open upto
3mm joint exposed to surface and inter

trend/ along floor)

connected to bedding joint.
Roll back water markings along the periphery
and inside the ceiling, and mineral deposits
along the ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable, there is tree growth at the upper bedding

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & assessment:
1.

Stability: stable, there is tree
growth along bedding joint.

Remedial measures:
1. The shelter is stable; the tree along
with its roots should be removed
completely.

2.

Seepage along N60°W-S60°E/85°
NE joint.

2. Seepage along the joint can be controlled
by injecting waterproof cement

3.

Minor flaking seen on wall and
ceiling

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-45
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N50°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated block on the left bank of a nala.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-5.60m, Height from ground-0.80m,
Depth-3.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Semicircular in shape, sloping towards N50°E

if any

direction. Covered with debris and soil.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Semicircular, flat ceiling resting on three legs

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

(central pedestal part and two legs on each side).

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

---

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Light purple colored medium grained hard

size, composition, cement, etc.)

compact fresh 20 to 30cm thick-bedded
sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N20°E-S20°W/60°NE open upto 5 to 10cm and

material/tree growth

a tree growth along it. N70°E-S70°W/85°NW,
open upto 30cm, and N60°W-S60°E/85NE open
upto 8 to 10cm- due to these three joints blocks
are formed.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with little flaking.
Floor: covered with soil and debris, no wall.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

No seepage.
Roll back water markings along the periphery of
the ceiling, and block and white mineral deposits
along the ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Detached block by three joints. The central leg
is crushed along bedding.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass, shrubs and tree growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good, Grey and Yellow lichens and Black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, Detached
block by three joints. The central
leg is crushed along bedding.

1. The open joints need to be treated (sealing
of joints by injecting grout or concrete) for
seepage entry as well as for stability of the
block.

2.

Seepage along both the joints,
which detach the boulder from
other boulders.

2. The above measures would reduce the
seepage.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-46
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on the left bank of a small nala in the
hilly terrain.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.70m, Height from ground-0.60m,
Depth-6.20m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Semicircular covered with debris and soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular with concave ceiling.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light pinkish purple colored medium grained,
25 to 30cm thick-bedded quartizitic sandstone
with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N70° to 75°E-S70° to 75°W/90° open upto > 10cm.
N10°W-S10°E/80°NE, open upto 30cm, with
good growth of shrubs.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Floor: covered with soil and debris, no wall.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage markings seen at the floor water enters
through open joints.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings along the periphery of
the ceiling

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass, shrubs and tree growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. Presently stable. The shelter is stable; it

Stability: stable. There are two
open joints that detach the boulder
from other boulders.

Natural.

could be strengthened from tilting by
removing the shrubs along the joint and
sealing it with concrete and injecting grout

2.

Seepage markings seen at the floor
water enters through open joints.

2. To minimise seepage open joints to be
sealed

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling Flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-47
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S20°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on the left bank of a small nala ridge as an
isolated boulder.

5.

Dimension

W/L-1.80m, Height from ground-0.70m,
Depth- 2.00m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rectangular in shape, sloping towards S20°W, no
deposits only two blocks of rock.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular with concave, convex and concave
ceiling.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

-

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored medium grained, 15 to 40cm
thickbedded quartizitic sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to moderately weathered with

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking. Wall: Slightly weathered walls with
flaking. Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered,

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No Seepage. However, rain water seeps along the

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

fine joints (vertical)
Roll back water markings along the periphery of
the ceiling and dirty colored mineral coating along
wall, floor and ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass and shrubs growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good, Orange, grey and green lichens and black
fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No Seepage. However, rainwater

2. It may be tried to arrest the ingress of

seeps along the fine joints.

rainwater into the joints by sealing it with
silica gel.

3.

Spheroidal weathering at the
ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling Spheroidal weathering.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling,
wall and floor.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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Natural.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-48
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on the left bank of a small nala ridge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-1.00m, Height from ground-1.00m,Depth2.50m. Depth of caving along the bedding: 3.00m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

---

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lenticular depressions, sloping towards
N30°E direction broken and fractured.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Half tubular in shape. Concave inside.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light Purple colored medium grained, 25 to
35cm thick-bedded sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Fracture N55°E-s55°W and N20°E-S20°W
open upto 8 to 10cm. This fractured
detached block from adjacent block.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crown/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
crushing along bedding.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No Seepage.
Roll back water markings along the

trend/ along floor)

periphery of the ceiling and mineral coating
along ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable, precariously resting on a detached

failure if any toppling, wedge,
plane)

block by the fractures N55°E-s55°W and
N20°E-S20°W.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass and shrubs growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Grey lichens and black fungi.

17.

18.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & assessment:

Remedial measures:

1.

1. Unstable. It needs to be strengthened by

Stability: Unstable, precariously
resting on a detached block by the
fractures N55°ES55°W and

Natural.

concreting the bottom block so as to
maintain stability of the block.

N20°E-S20°W.
2.

No Seepage.

2. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling Spheroidal weathering.

3.

Crushing seen along the bedding.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating
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4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-49
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Detached boulder resting precariously on
boulders.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.0m, Height from ground-0.50to
1.20m, Depth-1.0 to 2.90m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, broken floor with a slab size ranging
from 2.00 to 1.20m and debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular both convex and concave shapes.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored medium grained, 30 to 60cm
thick-bedded quartzitic sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No Seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings along the periphery
of the ceiling and mineral coating along ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable, precariously resting on detached

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

irregular boulders.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass and shrubs growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good, Orange, grey lichens and black fungi.

17.

18.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

1. Unstable. It needs to be strengthened.

Stability: Unstable, precariously
resting on a detached irregular
boulders.

Natural.

The right side small boulder needs to
be strengthened by concreting around it.

2.

No Seepage.

2. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-50
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N25°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Tilted block on the ridge of a nala bank(left), tilted

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

towards nala

Dimension

W/L-1.80m, Height from ground-0.90m, Depth-

5.

3.40m
6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Flat, irregular shape with rock debris and soil.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good/

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

14.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Light purple colored medium grained quartzitic

size, composition, cement, etc.)

look sandstone. Silica cement.

Primary structures

Cross stratification.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

J1-Two fractures N65°-70°W direction on the
ceiling. One is open upto 0.5cm; other is tight
separated by 50-60 cm and extends upto 1.5 to
2.0m. Other end is having rock bridge. The open
fracture shows seepage markings and the other
joint is not extended up to the ceiling’s inner
surface. However there is growth of grass along it.
Bedding joint opens into the wall of the shelter,
along which the block is tilted.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall is fresh to slightly weathered.
Ceiling/ crown is fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Bedding joint is open and water may seep through
it. Also along one of the fractures.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable, tilted along the bedding (deslabing)

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, Shrubs & grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi Black fungi.

Poor

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Unstable, the block is
tilted due to deslabing along the
bedding joint.

1. No paintings, if necessary the tilted block
can be stabilized/strengthened by concreting
at the base of its resting place.

2.

Seepage along fracture and the
bedding joint.

2. The seepage along the open fracture and
tight fractures and the open bedding joints
can be filled with waterproof cement.

3.

Roll back rainwater markings.

3. Suitable remedial methods should be
evolved for controlling the damage by
rainwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-51
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block located on n a gently dipping right
bank of a nala.

5.

Dimension

W/L-1.60m, Height from ground-0.70m,
Depth- 3.20m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Distorted rectangular shape, covered with soil and
rock debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular in shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No painting.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light pinkish purple colored medium grained, 20
to 25cm thick-bedded sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Thin color bedding (laminae).

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N75°W-S75°E/70SW fracture opened upto 1.3cm
with tree growth. Bedding joint dipping towards
SW (tilted) and there is tree growth open upto
2cm. N60°WS60° E/80°E open upto 1cm with
shrub growth extends upto 1.2m all these joints
are on the surface of the boulder. One E-W fracture
seen on the inner side of ceiling with seepage
marks, its openness could not be ascertained.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: slightly weathered with flaking.
Floor: Covered with soil.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along the inside E-W fracture with mineral
coating.
Roll back water markings along the periphery of
the ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable, precariously resting on loose boulder
tilted block.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, grass and shrubs growth.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good, Green, orange and grey lichens and black
fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Unstable, Tilted block is
precariously resting on loose
boulders.

1. Unstable. It needs to be strengthened. It
could be strengthened by cleaning and
concreting the resting part.

2.

Seepage along E-W fracture
inside the ceiling. Externally
fractures and bedding joint along
which tree growth.

2. The open fracture and bedding joint with
tree growth along it could deteriorate/
disintegrate the surface and extend into it.
The trees along with its roots should be
removed and open fractures and joints
should be sealed with concrete/grout.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-52
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S10°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated tilted block on a gently dipping
ground. Entrance is very small.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.60 +3.20m, Height from ground0.90m, Depth-6.0m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever projection now resting on a rock.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Elliptical shape with gentle slope towards
N20°E direction covered with soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Elliptical shape with concave and convex
and concave structure from south to north
direction.

9.

Paintings presence

Not painted

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Hard, compact, light purple colored medium
grained with 20-30cm thick bedded
quartzitic look sandstone. Silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross stratification.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint dipping towards NE with tree growth
on its side. Vertical fracture seen not open to sky.
E-W trending joint with 1m long fracture.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling & wall: fresh to slightly weathered
Floor: covered with soil.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage marks.
Roll back water markings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable, tilted because it could not
stabilize its cantilever projection, it is more
than 5.8m and is 2.5m thick and resting on a
rock.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey and orange lichens and black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.
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Stability: Unstable, Tilted because
it could not stabilize its cantilever

1. Unstable. It needs to be strengthened.
The resting part can be strengthened

projection is more than 5.8m and
is 2.5m thick and is resting on a

by cleaning and concreting. The tree along
with its roots should be removed completely.

rock. There is tree growth along
bedding joint.

And the joints should be sealed to
avoid future deterioration.

2.

No seepage.

3.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

2. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-53
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N35°E, entrance and opened at S35°W direction.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block on a gently dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.60m, Height from ground-0.60m,
Depth-8.70m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Irregular tubular shape.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular tubular covered with soil and small
rock pieces sloping towards NE direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular tubular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored medium grained with 30cm
thick bedded quartzitic look sandstone with
silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Only bedding joint.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling & wall: fresh to slightly weathered

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with flaking.
Floor: covered with soil and debris.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage marks.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings with white and
dirty white mineral deposits.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good, Black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No Seepage.

2. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-54
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N85°E. this shelter is at 2 m from ground surface
and at higher elevation. Developed along bedding
plane.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block resting on a gently dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.10m, Height from ground-0.70m, Depth1.0m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lensoidal shape sloping towards N85°E direction,
no deposits and rocky floor.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Lensoidal shape with concave cavity.

9.

Paintings presence

Present on part of wall and ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Human being with articles for war. May be going
for a war, however, things are not very clear to
decipher.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange and red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored medium grained with 30cm to
60cm thick bedded quartzitic look sandstone with
silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint. E-W/85°N fracture traceable over

material/tree growth

30cm on ceiling and appears tight.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh with flaking.
Wall: slightly weathered with flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No visible seepage marks. There could be seepage
along E-W fracture it may not accept grout it needs

trend/ along floor)

to be sealed externally.
Roll back water markings with mineral deposits.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable. One side of the block is resting on a

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

boulder, which could be strengthened.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Black fungi.

16.

17.

18.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability:

1. Stable, One side of the block is resting on
a small boulder, which could be
strengthened by concreting.

2.

Seepage may be along E-W fracture.

2. Seepage along E-W fracture though it
may not accept grout it should be treated
externally by sealing it with silica gel.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-55
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N35°E (open on both sides)

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block on a gently dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.90 to 2.50m, Height from ground1.20m, Depth-6.90m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Semicircular covered with debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular with deep concave maximum
height is 1.20m

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing --(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild ordomesticanimals)

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

-

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored medium grained with 30 cm
to 60cm thick bedded quartzitic look sandstone
with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh with flaking.
Wall: slightly weathered with flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: covered with debris and soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings with mineral

trend/ along floor)

deposits.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable, the block is resting on a boulder on its
NW direction.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Green and yellow lichens and black fungi.

17.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, the block is
resting on a boulder on its NW
direction.

2.

Seepage, along fracture

1. Unstable, One side of the block is
resting on a small boulder, which could
be strengthened by concreting.
2. Seepage along E-W fracture though it
may not accept grout it should be
treated externally by sealing it with silica gel.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-56
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°W direction.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated block on a flat ground.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.40m, Height from ground-0.90m,
Depth-3.10m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc. Domal

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Semicircular rocky just like dome, gently
dipping towards NW.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular general shape. Inside with concave
and convex irregularities.

9.

Paintings presence

Present on ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

1. Dancing –not very clear.
2. Some people cutting trees.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange, red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light pinkish purple colored medium grained
with 30 to 60cm thick-bedded sandstone with
silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

On its left side the bedding joint is exposed

material/tree growth

inside the hanging wall of the ceiling.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: slightly weathered with crushing along

bedding or bedding joint plane)

bedding and flaking.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Some seepage along the bedding joint on the

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

hanging wall.
Roll back water markings at ceiling and wall
with mineral deposits.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable, the block is precariously resting on a
small boulder pointed surface on a big boulder.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, orange and yellow lichens and black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

3.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, the block is
precariously resting on a small
boulder pointed surface on a big
boulder.

2.

Seepage along bedding joint.

1. Unstable, One side of the block is
resting on a small boulder, which could
be strengthened by concreting to avoid
destabilizing.
2. Seepage along the bedding joint could
be treated by sealing with silica gel/
water proof cement after cleaning.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling and
wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-57
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N15°W, open in all direction with three resting
places.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a flat ground.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.40m, Height from ground-1.30m, Depth2.90m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-1.5m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lenticular oval shape dipping towards N15°W
direction covered with soil and rock debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Lenticular oval shape pointed towards N60°E
direction.

9.

Paintings presence

Present on ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Horse, deers \(in a line) 5-6 human being, snake,
wolf, owl, rabbit, rhinoceros, others could not
be deciphered.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange and red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored medium grained with 20cm to
25cm thick-bedded quartzitic sandstone with silica
cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /
filling material/tree growth

N-S trending fine fracture at the ceiling with
seepage markings. Bedding joint, it is tilted block
with seepage dipping towards East direction at 25°
open upto 0.40cm.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/bottom) scaling /
flaking / crumbling along bedding
or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Floor: covered with soil and debris.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along the bedding joint and along fracture.
Roll back water markings at ceiling with mineral
deposits.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable, thin domal lenticular shape, open to all
direction with three resting places two sides on
ground and one side is on a boulder.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Grey lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, the block titled
resting on three legs, two sides on
ground and one side is on a boulder

1. Unstable, resting places should be
strengthened by concreting.

2.

Seepage along bedding joint and
along the fracture in the ceiling.

2. Seepage along the bedding joint could be
treated by sealing with silica gel/water proof
cement after cleaning. Fracture seepage may
be difficult to treat, however it can be tried
by sealing the fracture by silica gel.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-58
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S70°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Inside the forest area on upstream of the left bank
amcha talav, located on a gentle dipping slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.40m, Height from ground-0.80m, Depth1.40m, Depth of caving along bedding plane- 1.20m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky covered with soil and gentle
sloping towards S70°E direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular rectangular- flat ceiling.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light pinkish purple colored medium grained with
10 to 30cm thick-bedded sandstone with silica
cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint, open upto 1cm and further
extension could lead to detachment of ceiling. 2.
E-W/90° fracture with detached block along it on
its right side with spheroidal weathering.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with
Spheroidal weathering. Wall: fresh to slightly
weathered with crushing along bedding plane.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

No seepage.
Roll back water markings with mineral deposits.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Presently stable, but could be destabilized because
of the presence of tree root along bedding exposed
at the bottom of shelter. De-slabing also possible
at the ceiling.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good growth, Green and yellow lichens and black
fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: presently stable, but
could be destabilized because of
the presence of tree root along
bedding exposed at the bottom of
shelter. De-slabing also possible at
the ceiling. The bedding joint
open upto 1cm could be a
potential site for deslabing.

1. Presently stable, the tree along with its roots
needs to be removed completely. The open
bedding joint should be stiched to the
upper part/ high concentration silica gel
should be applied along it to strengthen it.
Injection of grout would be critical, which
may further deteriorate the ceiling.

2.

No Seepage.

2. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-59
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Block is located on a gentle dipping ridge (water
divide)

5.

Dimension

W/L-1.50m, Height from ground-0.70m, Depth1.90m, Depth of caving along bedding plane1.00m further opens up in the N40°W direction
and forms a shelter of 2.5m x 2.0m x 0.70m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/

Cantilever.

Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Floor is part of ground with rocky surface gently
dipping towards S40°E partly soil covered with
shrub growth.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

Rectangular in shape.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

---

cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light pinkish purple colored medium grained with
20 to 70cm thick-bedded sandstone with silica
cement.
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14.

Primary structures

Bedding not very prominent.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Sub horizontal fracture parallel to bedding open

material/tree growth

upto 1cm on which part of the ceiling rests..

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking
along bedding.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: slightly to moderately weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage found along the sub horizontal open joints
and seepage markings on ceiling.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Presently stable, detached boulder could be
stabilized.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Green lichens and black fungi.

16.

17.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: presently stable, isolated
boulders precariously resting and
could be tilted.
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1. Presently stable, the tilting could be
arrested by placing concrete at the middle
of the block.

2.

Seepage along open bedding
fracture.

2. Seepage along the fracture could be arrested
by placing waterproof cement along it.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-60
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S45°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Isolated big boulder.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.50m, Height from ground-0.80m,
Depth-2.80m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lenticular in shape, sloping towards
N45°Wdirection, covered with soil and debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular in shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and dirty white colored medium
grained with >30 cm thick-bedded quartzitic
sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Only one fracture along bedding visible on the
wall. N45°W-S45°E fracture on the ceiling
traceable upto 40cmconnected to bedding with
seepage markings.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling & Wall: fresh to slightly weathered

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings with minor mineral
coating.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage water markings with
mineral deposits at the ceiling.

2. For controlling seepage along the fracture
which is connected to bedding may be
sealed with silica gel /water proof cement
after chipping and cleaning.

3.

Flaking at ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-61
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N5°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Isolated boulder resting on the bank of a nala

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

ridge.

Dimension

W/L-4.30m, Height from ground-1.40m,

5.

Depth-3.40m.
6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, rocky floor sloping towards

if any

N5°W direction with big boulders. The floor is
nothing to do with shelter.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Partly tubular ceiling open in all directions

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

with a single wall the other end is in bell

Irregular, Cavity, Oval

mouth shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Present in wall.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Not clear, some geometrical shapes.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor) Poor.
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple and dirty white colored medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained thick-bedded quartzitic sandstone with
silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Color banding and dirty white cross bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

There is a minor fracture along the bedding.

16.

Weathering (on wall/bottom) scaling /

Ceiling & Wall: fresh to slightly weathered.

flaking / crumbling along bedding or
bedding joint plane)

Floor: slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery
with minor mineral coating.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable, tilted resting on a big boulder.

17.

18.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Good

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey and green lichens.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, tilted boulder
resting on a big boulder on a
single point in N direction.

1. Unstable. The boulder should be
stabilized resorting to cleaning and
concreting the base.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage problem.

3.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

4.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-62
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N60°E direction and open on both ends.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on an isolated hillock.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.31m, Height from ground-0.47m,
Depth-2.25m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever hood type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, rocky, there is a N50°E-S50°W/90° open

if any

joint and the block is already detached by 30cm
on which the roof rests.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Tubular concave.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in the ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

A human being.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

White.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Good.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Light reddish brown with thin off white laminae

size, composition, cement, etc.)

upto 8cm thick medium grained 30cm thick
sandstone with more silica and less ferruginous
cement.
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14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N70°W-S70°E fracture 10cm to 60cm open, filled

material/tree growth

with irregular boulders upto 30cm. N35°E- S35°
W /80°NW joint open from 3cm to 20cm. N40°
W-S40°E/75°SW open upto 8cm. Because of these
joints and fracture and basal joint the ceiling is
detached. In the ceiling N5°ES5° W/85°NW
traceable over 1.20m tight joint and N80°ES80°W/60°NW open upto 4mm.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling &Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with

scaling / flaking / crumbling along

minor flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor / Bottom: Fresh covered with grey lichen and
fungi.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage markings along the fractures in the ceiling

Roll back (through joints- location &

also along bedding joint where the roof and floor

trend/ along floor)

meets, it is open.
Roll back water markings, thin mineral coatings at
the roof.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable: the ceiling is detached slab and there is

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

a banyan tree at the top, which could aggravate
the situation in the long run. The cantilever part is
resting on a block at the floor which is detached
by N50°E-S50°W, 30cm to 50cm open joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Grey, orange, yellow and green

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.
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23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:
1.

Stability: Unstable, the ceiling is

Remedial Measures:
1. Unstable. The ceiling should be stabilized

detached slab and there is a

resorting to cleaning and concreting the

banyan tree at the top. The

basal bedding joint and at the place where

cantilever part is resting on a block

it is resting on the floor.

at the floor which is detached
by N50°E-S50°W, 30cm to
50cm open joint.
2.

Seepage along the fractures in the
ceiling also along bedding joint.

2. Seepage problem in the ceiling is not
alarming and it can be sealed at the entry
point by chipping, cleaning and placing
silica gel or waterproof cement.

3.

Minor flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-63
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N15°W-S15°E direction.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

A detached block resting on a hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.00m, Height from ground-1.25m,
Depth- 2.00m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Tunnel type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular covered with soil and rock debris
(200 x 100 x 60 cm) gentle dipping towards N15°W
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular (tube) with concave surface at the
middle.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light purple colored medium grained with >
120 cm thick-bedded quartzitic sandstone with
silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N20°W-S20°E/80°SW fracture open upto 2mm
traceable upto 3.50m in the ceiling but on the
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surface it is upto 80cm with seepage marks, parallel
joint at 35cm interval. N30°E-S30°W fracture with
seepage markings not visible on the surface. Another
parallel one at 50cm interval. One E-W/90° open
fracture on the right side of wall.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: slightly weathered
Floor: fresh with slightly weathered middle part.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage markings along the fracture.
Roll back water markings with minor white mineral

trend/ along floor)

coating.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Presently stable, if necessary it can be strengthened
on either side of the tube by concreting.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Grey, good yellow and green lichens

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Presently stable, as if a
half tube is resting on either side.

2.

Seepage along the fractures in the
ceiling.

1. The shelter can be stabilized by
strengthening its base on either side by
concrete.
2. For controlling seepage along the fracture
can be sealed with silica gel /water proof
cement after chipping and cleaning.

3.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-64
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N80°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

A detached boulder resting on top of a small

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

hillock.

Dimension

W/L-2.45m, Height from ground-1.20m, Depth2.75m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-

5.

5.0m to 8.0m
6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/

Cantilever.

Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular stepped floor. Gently dipping towards
N10°E direction. Rocky.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

---

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White,
black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Dark brownish red colored medium grained with
>150 cm thick-bedded quartzitic sandstone with
silica cement.
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14.

Primary structures

Color Banding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint at the base open upto 10cm to 20cm.
N80°E-S80°W fracture at the ceiling.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered
Wall: fresh to slightly weathered.
Floor: fresh with slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage markings along the fracture.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling with dirty white mineral coatings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, A small slab resting on a cantilever part of
the shelter can be removed.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good growth, Grey, yellow and green lichens and
black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable, a small slab
resting on a cantilever part of the
shelter, The small slab imparts
additional load on the cantilever
part as it is detached from main
mass.

1. Stable. There is a small slab resting on the
cantilever part of the shelter can be
removed. The small slab imparts additional
load on the cantilever part as it is detached
from main mass.

2.

Seepage along the fractures in the
ceiling.

2. For controlling seepage along the fracture,
it may be sealed with silica gel /water proof
cement after chipping and cleaning.

3.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

4.

Roll back water markings at the

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-65
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S80°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Detached block located on an isolated hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.00m, Height from ground-0.80m, Depth2.65m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

---

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape, covered with little soil and rock
debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular (flat) rectangular. It seems as if a flat slab
is resting on a number of small boulders.

9.

Paintings presence (W/WO)

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good/
Exc./poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light dirty white and light red colored medium
grained with 30 cm thick-bedded sandstone with
silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N80°E-S80°W fracture at the ceiling looks tight
but has seepage markings and traceable over 2m.
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N65°E-S65°W fracture opens upto 1mm at the
ceiling but not exposed to surface and traceable
over 1m.
16.

Weathering (on wall/ bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking.
Floor: fresh.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage markings along the fracture.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling with dirty white mineral coatings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi Grey, yellow and green
lichens.)

Poor growth

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, the ceiling is
delicately resting; there is a tree
which also supports it.

1. Stable. The slab needs to be stabilized by
concreting the existing blocks, which are
also in precarious condition. The tree
along with its roots should be removed
completely.

2.

Seepage along the fractures in the
ceiling.

2. Controlling seepage along the fracture
may be difficult since the entry points
could not be ascertained.

3.

Minor flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-66
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S30°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on an isolated hillock.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.00m, Height from ground-1.00m, Depth2.35m, Depth of caving along bedding plane2.00m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever hood.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular rocky surface.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Triangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

---

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Light reddish brown colored medium grained with

size, composition, cement, etc.)

5.0cmto 30 cm (thinly-bedded) sandstone with
ferruginous cement.
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14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N40°E-S40°W/85° fracture open upto 3mm.

material/tree growth

N60°E-S60°W fracture opens upto 2mm to 3mm
at the ceiling. N20°W-S20°E fracture.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling & wall: slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage markings along the fractures.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling with dirty white mineral coatings at wall

16.

17.

and ceiling.
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Grey, yellow, orange and green
lichens.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along the three fractures

2. Seepage along the fracture can be sealed

in the ceiling and is exposed to
surface.

by chipping and cleaning and placing it
with waterproof cement or silica gel.

3.

Flaking at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling
and on wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-67
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S25°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

On a hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.00m, Height from ground-1.50m,
Depth-4.30m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane 1.0m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

---

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular gentle dipping floor toward N25°W
direction with soil and small slabs.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular Cantilever

9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Light brownish red with dirty white binds,
bedding thickness varies from 10cm to 35-40cm.
Ferruginous and silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Thick bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N25°E-S25°W/80°SE fracture at ceiling
exposed, besides bedding joint open upto 1cm
at the ceilings

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

S.W to fresh wall and ceiling with opening up of
bedding at the crown.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor is SW.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints location &

Seepage along bedding joint which is exposed to
sky

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings and mineral coatings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, yellow, orange and green lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & assessment:

Remedial measures:

17.

1)

Stable

1) No painting only seepage along the bedding
joints exposed to sky (open up to 1cm in
the ceiling) in the up dip direction
seepage path to be sealed

2)

Seepage along bedding joint

2) Suitable methods should be evolved
for arresting seepage and rollback water

3)

Roll back water markings.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-68
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

2.

Photo Plate No.

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N30°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Boulder located on a moderately dipping part of

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

the hillock.

Dimension

W/L-1.45m, Height from ground-0.70m,

5.

No.
---

Depth-3.00m.
6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular covered with soil.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular, earlier it was a cantilever type of shelter

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

but was broken along N30°E-S30°W/90° joint

Irregular, Cavity, Oval

and formed cave type.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

---

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Light purple colored with dirty white bands

size, composition, cement, etc.)

medium grained with 40 to 50 cm thickly bedded
quartzitic sandstone with silica cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N 30 to 35°E-S30 to 35°W/90° joint at the ceiling
and broken and detached along it from the ceiling.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling & wall: Fresh.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

No roll back water markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good, growth, Grey lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geo-technical Problems & assessment:

Remedial measures:

1.

No geo-technical problems.

1. Geotechnical intervention not required.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-69
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-69

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Big block upto a dimension of 15 x 15m resting

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

on a gentle slope of a part of a hillock.

Dimension

W/L-7.00m, Height from ground-1.15m, Depth-

5.

3.35m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-1.00m
6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular rectangular, undulating rocky floor. Joint

if any

N65°W-S65°E/90° open upto 20cm on the floor.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular rectangular ceiling.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

N10°W-S10°E fracture open upto 1mm and joins

Irregular, Cavity, Oval

with N45°W-S45°E fracture with no seepage.

9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decretive/line drawing

War-secene sitting on horse, domestic animals oxen

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

other details are obscured by water action and

cultural activities/wild or domestic

black fungi.

8.

animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange and white.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Deep purple red colored with dirty white bands

size, composition, cement, etc.)

medium grained with 10 to 30 cm thickly bedded
quartzitic sandstone with silica cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N35°W-S35°E/90° fracture at the ceiling
traceable over1m with seepage markings.
N45°WS45° E/70°SW fracture open upto 1-2mm
exposed to sky and extends upto 4m inside the
ceiling with seepage marking. N55°W-S55°E/
85°NE not exposed to sky.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
spheroidal weathering.
Floor: fresh.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along N35°W-S35°E/90° fracture and
along N45°W-S45°E/70°SW fracture.
Roll back water markings and thin white mineral
coatings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable. There is a small tree growth, which could
induce instability.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good growth, Green and orange lichens and black
fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable, there is a small
tree growth.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along the fracture in the
ceiling, which is exposed to surface,

2. Seepage along the fractures can be sealed
by chipping and cleaning and placing it

and N35°WS35° W is not exposed
to sky.

with waterproof cement or silica gel.
Ordinary cement may not work.

3.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling
and on wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-69

Tree growth
Marks of roll
back water
Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-69 : Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling

Photo No. AS-70

Marks of roll
back water

Flat ceiling
Cave

Floor filled
with scree

Shelter No. AS-70 : Cantilever Cum Cave Type with Flat
But Irregular Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-70
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-70

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S20°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.50m, Height from ground-0.90m, Depth2.50m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-3.50m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape covered with soil and rock debris.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape with undulations.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

Details could not be discerned

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/

coating.

domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple colored with dirty white bands medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained with >100 cm thickly bedded quartzitic
sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding fracture visible in part of ceiling.

material/tree growth
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Floor: Covered with soil.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings at the ceiling.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Green lichens and black fungi.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.
23.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)
Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Natural
Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling
and on wall.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-71
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-71

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S15°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located at the hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.15m, Height from ground-0.90m,
Depth-1.50m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever cum Cave Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular (Lenticular oval shape) covered with
soil.
Irregular type.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings -decretive/line

Two people fighting on foot with sword. Horse

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/

and a few humans. Others detail could not be

domestic or cultural activities/wild

discerned.

or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange and red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple colored with dirty white bands medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained with thickness of 40cm, quartzitic
sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint and N25°W-S25°E/80°NE tight
joint exposed to sky in the ceiling.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling and wall: Fresh to slightly weathered

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the ceiling and
mineral coating (white and dirty white).

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

17.

18.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Green, light grey lichens and
black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.
23.
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Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)
Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Natural
Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling
and on wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-71

Deslabbing
along bedding
plane
Scaling

Floor filled
with scree

Shelter No. AS-71 : Cantilever Cum Cave Type with Flat But
Irregular Ceiling
Photo No. AS-72

Cantilever
Deslabbing
along bedding
joint

Yellow lichen

Shelter No. AS-72 : Cantilever Type with Flat But Irregular Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-72
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-72

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S55°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.0m, Height from ground-1.50m, Depth-300m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape undulatory, rocky. N65°WS65°
E/80°NE, 6cm open joint on the floor.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Present on ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

Wild animals- deers other details obscured by
mineral coatings.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with dirty white bands medium
grained quartzitic sandstone with silica and
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint with spheroidal weathering where
ceiling meets the wall, and fracture in the ceiling
N60°W-S60°E/90° with1mm opening with
seepage markings, traceable over 2m in crown.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
spheroidal weathering.
Wall and floor: Fresh with spheroidal
weathering

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage markings along N60°W-S60°E/90°
exposed to sky.
Profuse roll back water markings at the ceiling
and mineral coating, which completely destroys
the paintings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Orange and good growth grey lichens and black
fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along the joint is not
alarming.

2. Seepage could be controlled by injection of
silica gel into joint (1mm opening) and no
cement grout can be used.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling
and on wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.

* Shelters 72, 73, and 74 are in a single area one above the other but in different direction not exactly one
above the other but height wise it is at different elevation.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-73
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-73

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S30°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.40m, Height from ground-1.80m,
Depth-2.15m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-0.50m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rectangular and covered with soil and debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

Type Could not be discerned completely covered
with white and dirty white mineral coating.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with dirty white bands medium
grained with thickness of 50cm, quartzitic
sandstone with silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint in the wall open upto 3mm.
N50°W-S50°E/85°SW open upto 3mm.
Fracture in the ceiling and wall exposed to
surface with mineral coating.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered
with flaking.
Floor: covered with soil.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along joints exposed to sky traceable
over 2m.
Roll back water markings at the ceiling and
mineral coating, which completely destroys the
paintings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good growth of shrubs, trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Orange and grey lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along the joint exposed
to sky traceable over 2m.

2. Seepage through the joint can be controlled
by sealing the entry points with waterproof
cement at the entry points.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling
and on wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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SHELTERS

Photo No. AS-73

Deslabbing
along bedding
plane
Cantilever

Yellow lichen
Marks of roll
back water
Floor filled
with scree

Shelter No. AS-73 : Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular

Photo No. AS-74

Cantilever
Bedding joint

Orange lichen

Dry marks of
seepage

Shelter No. AS-74 : Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-74
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-74

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N15°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-1.52m, Height from ground-1.05m,
Depth-1.60m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular and rocky surface sloping towards N15°E.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Rectangular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with dirty white bands medium
grained quartzitic sandstone with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N60°W-S60°E dipping towards NE, open upto 1m
at the back part of ceiling exposed to sky traceable
over 80cm.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling & wall: Fresh to moderately weathered.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

No roll back water markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable. (presently) need sealing of N60°WS60°E

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, orange, yellow, green lichens and black
fungi.

17.

18.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Presently stable. Presence

1. Stable. The joint should be strengthened

of N60°W-S60°E joint would create
problem.

by injecting silica gel or not allowing the
water inside the joint by sealing at the
surface with waterproof cement after
chipping and cleaning.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Roll back water markings at the

3. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-75
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-75

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S20°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.50m, Height from ground-0.85m,
Depth-1.25m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape and rocky.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

Not very clear covered by mineral coatings

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/

could be a wild animal, may be deer.

domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness,

Purple colored with dirty white bands medium

grain size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained quartzitic sandstone with silica cement.
Bedding thickness varies from 15 to 40cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint.

material/tree growth
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling & wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with
minor flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh with minor flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
No roll back water markings with mineral

trend/ along floor)

coating.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Grey, orange, green lichens and black

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.
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4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling
and on wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-76
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.40m, Height from ground- 1.75m, Depth2.45m, Depth of caving along bedding plane1.45m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, semicircular, partly rocky sloping towards

if any

S40°E and other part is covered by soil and rock
debris.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular, semicircular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in crown.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

Red: wild animal- Bison.

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or

Orange: Human being in sitting posture (Female)
Other features are obscure, could not be discerned

domestic animals)

due to white mineral deposit.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red & Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple color, hard, compact, medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone with bed thickness varies from 5cm to >
35cm, quartzitic look.
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14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N30°W –S30°E/90° 1mm open joint exposed to
surface with seepage mark in the ceiling and extends
into wall.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling and wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with
minor flaking in ceiling.
Floor: fresh with flaking.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along the N30°W –S30°E/90° in ceiling
and wall.
Roll back water markings and white mineral coating
spoiled the paintings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable at present, but there is a big tree growth
just above ceiling along the bedding joint which
could destabilize the ceiling.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, shrubs, trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Yellow and grey lichens & black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: stable at present, but
there is a bargat tree just above
ceiling along the bedding joint
which could destabilize the ceiling.

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots
should be removed

2.

Seepage along the N30°W –S30°
E/90° in ceiling and wall.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the entry points by chipping, cleaning
and placing water proof cement.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling and floor.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the

4. Suitable method should be evolved

periphery of ceiling.
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for controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-75
Yellow lichen
Grey lichen

Flat but irregular
ceiling

Cantilever

Shelter No. AS-75 : Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular

Photo No. AS-76

Cantilever
Marks of roll
back water
Floor filled
with scree

Shelter No. AS-76 : Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-77
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-77

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S 70° E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.45m, Height from ground-0.65m,
Depth- 2.75m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lenticular oval. Rocky, almost flat.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored medium grained thinly to thickly
bedded (5 to more than 50cm) quartzitic sandstone

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint open up to 5cm to 10cm.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
No wall.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings and dirty white mineral

trend/ along floor)

coating.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable, on the right hand side 2 m length 40 cm
width and 30cm thick slab is about to fall attached
to one end along bedding (open up to 10cm).

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Orange, yellow, grey lichens and
black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, on the right
hand side 2 m length 40 cm width
and 30cm thick slab is about to

1. Unstable. The deslab part cannot be
restored.

fall attached to one end along
bedding (open up to 10cm).
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking at the ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-77

Seepage marks

Cave

Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-77: Cave Type with Flat Ceiling but Irregular

Photo No. AS-78

Flat ceiling
Yellow lichen
Plant growth
along
bedding joint
Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-78: Cantilever Type with Flat But
Irregular Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-78
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-78

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S70°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-3.30m, Height from ground-0.75m,
Depth-1.80m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular sloping towards N 10°W direction.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular, rectangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in the crown.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

Wild animal (12 horn deer.)

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

White.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple colored dirty white lamination,

size, composition, cement, etc.)

medium grained quartzitic sandstone with bedding
thickness 8-35 cm.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /

N -S/90° joint 1.5m on the floor joined by

filling material/tree growth

N50°ES50° W/90° joint, traceable about 35 cm
on the floor.
N 40°W-S40° E /90° in the wall, 1m traceability.

16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Moderately weathered with mineral
coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh to slightly weathered.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings and dirty white mineral
coating.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth
Orange and grey lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-79
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-79

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 50°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.70m, Height from ground-1.25m,
Depth-1.00m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever Type

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, sloping towards N 40°W, Rocky.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular, rectangular shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in crown.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

War scene, 12 horn deer, crocodile type animal

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/

and red color: war scene human sitting on

domestic or cultural activities/wild or

horses.

domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black,etc.)

Red & Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple colored with minor white laminations

size, composition, cement, etc.)

bedding thickness vary from 5 cm to 40cm- 50cm
quartzitic sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint open up to 10cm.

material/tree growth
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to moderately weathered.
Wall: Slightly to moderately weathered.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water problem, and white mineral

trend/ along floor)

coatings. It is nothing to do with seepage.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Yellow lichen- poor growth.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Minor mineral coating at ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-80
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-80

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 30°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-10.50m, Height from ground-1.70m, Depth3.80m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-5m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape sloping towards N 30°W , rocky
surface.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored, with thin white mineral, bedding
thickness 5cm to 30cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Fracture: N 30°W-S 30°E/90° tight, traceability
1.2m in wall & crown.
N10°W-S10°E/80°NW 3m traceability. N60°ES60°W/90° 1mm open joint with seepage expose
to surface at the tip of the ceiling.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.
Wall: Moderately weathered.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage markings along N 60°E – S60°W/90°open
to sky.
Roll back water markings with white coating.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, deslabing occur at the roof along bedding
plane. A tree is grown above the ceiling of surface.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, shrubs, trees & grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good growth,Grey, greenish yellow lichens and
black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Stable, deslabing occur
at the roof along bedding plane.
A tree above the shelter.

1. Stable. The trees along with its roots should
be completely removed. The deslabing can
be controlled by erecting a pillar and a few
rock bolts.

2.

Seepage markings along N 60°E –
S60°W/90°open to sky.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing the
entry point with water proof cement as it
is exposed to sky.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and floor.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-79

Cavities

Cantilever

Marks of roll
back water

Yellow lichen

Shelter No. AS-79: Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular
Photo No. AS-80

Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-80: Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-81
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S85°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-9m, Height from ground-090m, Depth-3.00m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, sloping towards N 10°W direction,
rocky.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

Present on wall & crown.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

Dancing human in a row and other painting could
not be discerned.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good/
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored, bedding 10cm-35cm thick
medium-grained quartzitic sand stone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint. On the floor N 75°WS75°
E/85°NE tight joint.
N 40°W- S40°E/90° tight fracture in the ceiling.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Wall cum Ceiling: fresh to moderately weathered
with bedding joint, profuse flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: fresh o slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll backwater markings and white mineral

trend/ along floor)

deposits.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around Good.

Trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Grey and Orange lichens, black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Profuse flaking on wall and ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.

Note: Cave No76,77,78,79,80 are at one level of a boulder and at lower elevation and shelter no.81 is
at higher elevation of the same boulder.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-82
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 15° E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

On a hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.00m, Height from ground-1.10m,
Depth- 2.50m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, flat (part) and the remaining part

if any

is sloping in N20°E direction, partly rocky and
partly covered with soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on part of wall & ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

As if a human has fallen on ground, and a few

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

humans. others could not be discerned.

cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red & Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor. It is spoiled by flaking and minor mineral

Exc./ poor)

coating.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple and white mineral laminations, thickness

size, composition, cement, etc.)

varies from 30cms to > 60cm, Quartzitic sandstone.

Primary structures

Bedding.

13.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint. At the surface there are two joints
N60°E-S60°W/90° open upto 12 cm and along
which tree growth is observed. N20°W-S20°E open
upto 5cm fracture may pose problem in long run.
This could be tackled by removing the trees and
cleaning and it could be strengthened by
concreting.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: Fresh.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings and minor mineral

trend/ along floor)

coatings

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good. Trees, shrubs & grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good, Grey, yellow and green lichens and black

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-83
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

East

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.50m, Height from ground-0.80m,
Depth-2.50m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular in shape partly rocky and partly
covered with soil sloping towards N 10°E.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular- thin crown.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored 10 to 30cm thick bedding
medium grained sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N75°E- S75°W/75° SE fracture in the ceiling

material/tree growth

extends up to 1.5m exposed to surface, tight.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Slightly to moderately weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Some seepage markings along fracture.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll backwater at the periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable, but there are two trees on the side of it

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

along N 60°E- S60°W/90° opened by the tree
(bargat) up to 30cm. Further growth of the
tree could be detrimental to shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good. Shrubs, trees & grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, but there are two
trees on the side of it along N 60°

1. Stable. The trees along with its roots
should be completely removed.

ES60° W/90° opened by the tree
(bargat) up to 30cm. Further
growth of the tree could be
detrimental to shelter.
2.

Minor seepage N75°E- S75°
W/75° SE fracture in the ceiling.

2. No seepage.

3.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-84
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

On a hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-5.00m, Height from ground-1.10m,
Depth- 1.20m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, covered with soil and grass.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on wall.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

Details not discernable

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple and dirty white colored medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

massive sandstone with cross bedding (thick
bedding 20cm)

14.
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15.

16.

17.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N70°E- S70°W/90° on the wall open up to 1cm.

material/tree growth

bedding joint filled with weathered material.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: slightly weathered with flaking and
mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh with flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings and mineral coatings

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Grey and Greenish yellow lichens

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-85
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N50° E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.00m, Height from ground-2.00m, Depth3.15m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-2.00m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type shelter.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular floor, covered with soil and rock debris
and grass.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Present on wall and ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Wild animal like Rhino, tortoise and war scene
on the ceiling in red and white and details on wall
in red could not be discerned.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red ,White and Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with white mineral with thick bedding
60cm & cross bedding, massive sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N30°E –S30°W/80°SE fracture open up to 1mm
with seepage on ceiling and bedding joint.
N80° W-S80°E/80°SW in ceiling.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: fresh with flaking and mineral coating.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh with mineral coating.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along N30°E-S 30°W joint which is open

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

to surface.
Roll back water and mineral coating which is
spoiling the paintings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable except a small part which may fall due to
the two joints (N80°W and N30°E).

19.

Vegetations growth around Good.

Trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Grey, orange, green lichens and

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, except a small
part, which may fall due to the
two joints (N80°W and N30°E).

2.

Seepage along N30°E-S 30°W joint
which is open to surface.

1. Stable. The wedge formed by two joints
may be strengthened by rock bolting, but
it is likely to fail at the time of drilling.
other option may be examined
2. Seepage along the joint can be controlled
by sealing it with waterproof cement at
the entry point.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall
and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-86
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N25°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.00m, Height from ground-2.1m, Depth1.70m, Depth of caving along bedding plane- 3m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular at two elevations, one is rocky sloping

if any

towards N 60°W direction, other part is broken
and fallen down which is the ceiling of AS-85.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in wall & ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Wild animals, peacock in Orange, rabbit, deer,

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

rhino, human being etc. although every things is

cultural activities/wild or domestic

not very clear.

animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange and Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor (covered by mineral coating)

Exc./ poor)
13.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N80°W-S80°E/70°SW in the floor.
N70°W-S70°E. Fracture on the crown with
seepage markings.

16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh and slightly weathered with
mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh with flaking and mineral coating.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along N70°W joint not exposed to
surface.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water and mineral coating which is
spoiling the painting.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good- trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Orange and grey lichens and black
fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along N70°W joint not
exposed to surface.

2. Seepage cannot be controlled, as the
entry point could not be identified.

3.

Flaking on wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall and
ceiling.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-87
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-87

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S 60° E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-8.90m, Height from ground-2.10m,
Depth-2.75m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-3.00m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

---

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape covered with soil and rock
debris

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, rectangular- open cave

9.

Paintings presence

Present in crown and ceiling

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)

Dancing human in red color.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange and red

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor. Spoiled by spheroidal weathering and
mineral coating

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with white mineral with thick bedding
(60cm) & cross bedding massive sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

and mineral coating.
Wall: fresh with flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Nil.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings and surface mineral
coatings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good- trees and shrubs

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Grey & yellow lichens and black
fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-87

Cantilever

Irregular ceiling
Failure scar
Cave
Marks of roll
back water

Shelter No. AS-87: Cantilever Cum Cave Type with
Flat But Irregular Ceiling
Photo No. AS-88

Cantilever

Flat but irregular
ceiling
Marks of roll
back water

Shelter No. AS-88: Cantilever Type with Flat But Irregular Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-88
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-88

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S 50° E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-11.20m, Height from ground-2.25m,
Depth-2.50m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-2.25m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape, rocky sloping towards S50°E

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Wild animals (deers in a line).

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

White.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor. Spoiled by flaking and mineral coating.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with white mineral with bedding (20cm40cm) & cross bedding massive sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Nil.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with profuse

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking and mineral coating deep caving along
bedding.
Wall: fresh to slightly weathered with mineral
coating.

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water and mineral coatings on crown
and wall.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey & yellow lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall and
ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-89
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-89

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-8.60m, Height from ground-1.15m,
Depth-3.00m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-3.00m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape covered with soil and rock

if any

debris.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

---

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

-- -

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

14.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with white mineral with bedding (20cm-

size, composition, cement, etc.)

40cm) & cross bedding, massive sandstone.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

E-W/90° fracture in the periphery of ceiling not

material/tree growth

exposed to surface covered by tree.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to moderately weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings and mineral coatings

trend/ along floor)

on ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good- trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, orange & yellow lichens and black fungi.

16.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.
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Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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SHELTERS

Photo No. AS-89

Cantilever

Failure scar

Irregular
ceiling

Shelter No. AS-89: Cantilever Type with Flat But Irregular Ceiling

Photo No. AS-96

Cantilever

Scaling

Shelter No. AS-96: Cantilever Type with Flat But Irregular Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-90
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

On a scarp face- very difficult location.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.15m, Height from ground-2.10m &
1.10m, Depth-3.20m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever hood type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, covered with soil and debris, sloping

if any

towards S50°W direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular. The ceiling is broken along bedding

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

and an irregular fracture in N60°W - S60°E/90°.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to white colored irregular beds up

size, composition, cement, etc.)

to 5 cm thick with thick bedding >1m medium
grained quartzitic sand stone.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N60°W – S60°E /90° along which the ceiling is
broken with bedding joint so the remaining
ceiling is still preserved. N30°E-S60°W/80° NW
open up to 1.5cm in wall & ceiling. N60°W –
S60°E /40°NE fracture on wall open upto 1cm.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to moderately weathered with
flaking. Wall: fresh.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

No seepage marks.
Roll back markings very minor and light mineral
coatings at ceilings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Right side NW-SE joint is open up to 10cm and
there is another joint N40°E-S40°W/90° open up
to 8 cm.

19.

Vegetations growth around

A few trees / grass on floor.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Very poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey light, green, yellow, orange lichens on wall
and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, presently
resting precariously.

1. Unstable, It is very difficult to stabilize
the block, however, efforts can be made
to remove the shrubs grown along the
joint and clean the joint and fill it with
concrete without any pressure.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-91
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located very close to scarp.

(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.00m, Height from ground-1.00m,
Depth-1.10m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Half semi circular, rocky with little soil, sloping

if any

towards N50°W direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular half semi circular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored irregular beds up to

size, composition, cement, etc.)

5 cm thick with thick bedding >1m medium
grained quartzitic sand stone.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N70°W- S70°E/80°NE joint open up to 0.5cm
exposed surface, continue on left ceiling wall and
floor with seepage and tree root growth along it.
N80°E- S80°W/90° joint open 2mm traceability
50cm on ceiling with seepage.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along two joints present in ceiling, wall
and floor.
Roll back water at the entrance and mineral
coating inside.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- there is tree growth and its roots have
followed the bedding joint and other joints.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree & shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Good, Grey, Orange and Yellow lichens and black
fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is tree
growth and its roots have followed
the bedding joint and other joints.

1. Stable. The trees along with its roots
should be completely removed.

2.

Seepage along two joints present
in ceiling, wall and floor.

2. Seepage along the joints can be controlled
by chipping, cleaning and applying
waterproof cement along the joint.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-92
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N30°W open towards S50°W direction

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Very close to scarp section- hillock

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.25m, Height from ground-80cm, Depth2.00m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-2.4m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Hood type/ cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Open on 3 sides.
Triangular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decretive/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, compo\sition, cement, etc.)

Light purple with off white bands thin bedded
(10cm), medium grained quartzitic sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Nil, except bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Wall & ceiling: Moderately weathered with wall
flaking along bedding.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

Nil.
Roll backwater with mineral coating on wall &

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good–shrubs, trees etc.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Orange, grey & yellow lichens.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable presently,
however, it needs stabilization.

1. Presently stable, It can be further
stabilized by concreting the base.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on wall and ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-93
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 40° E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.00m, Height from ground-90cm,
Depth-1.65m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/

Cantilever type.

Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky sloping towards N20°W.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular rectangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and off white colored thinly bedded
5cm, quartzitic sand stone.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil, except bedding joint.

material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Moderately weathered with flaking and
mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage, but the SE part is exposed and
water enters at the base and the bedding

trend/ along floor)

planes are moderately weathered.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable. Needs to be stabilized by concerting
the base of the boulder.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good- tree shrubs & grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, yellowish, orange, lichens and black

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, Needs to be
stabilized by concerting the base

1. Stable, base can be strengthened by
concreting the base.

of the boulder.
2.

No seepage, but the SE part is
exposed and water enters at the base.

2. No seepage. The above measure would
control the water passing through the base.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-94
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S15°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

On a scrap face.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.00m, Height from ground-55cm,
Depth-2.85m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape- the rocky floor is open along
two joints up to 50cm and partly filled with soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple color with off white lamination with
bed thickness 2 cm to 60cm, with cross
bedding, medium grained quartzitic sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N35°E–S35°W/90° joint open up to 50cm, N600WS60°E/90° joint with 30cm opening on the floor.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Wall & Ceiling: Slightly weathered with
flaking minor mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings at the ceiling and

trend/ along floor)

deep inside.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Grey, green, orange lichens and

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

black fungi

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Asessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall and

4. Suitable method should be evolved

ceiling.
6.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

for controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-95
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S20°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a scrap face.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.25m, Height from ground-85cm,
Depth-3.0m,

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/

Cave type.

Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, covered with soil & debris, sloping
towards N 60°W.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple color with off white laminations, hard,
compact, thick bedded (>1m) and medium
grained quartzitic sandstone.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N25°E – S25°W/90° irregular fracture open up
to 3.5cm along the ceiling and part of the ceiling
is brought down with seepage along it.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking and mineral coating.
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered.
Floor: covered with soil.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along N25° E- S25°W/90° joint.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Part of the roof is unstable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, Shrubs & trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good growth, Grey, green, orange lichens and
black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & assessment:

Remedial measures:

1.

Stability: Part of the ceiling is
unstable.

1. Unstable. The unstable part of the roof
can be stablized by erecting two pillars
of concrete very close to the fracture.
Other end is resting on a boulder.

2.

Seepage along N25° E- S25°
W/90° joint.

2. Seepage along the fracture can be
controlled by sealing it with waterproof
cement at the entry point.

3.

Flaking (minor) on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-96
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-96 (Page No. 207)

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 10°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a hill slope

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.95m, Height from ground-73cm,
Depth- 1.85m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky, sloping towards N 10°E
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semi circular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple brown color with dirty white laminations,
fine to medium grained sandstone, bed thickness
varies from 8cm-20cm, silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N10°W – S10°E/90° open up to 1.5mm with
seepage on the ceiling. Bedding joint where wall
meets the floor shows signs of seepage & white mass
growth.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: Moderately weathered.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along the N 10°W- S10°E/90° and exposed
to surface for a distance of 2m. Seepage markings
along beddings joint on floor. Roll back water
marking at the periphery of ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, Shrubs & trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Grey, Yellow lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along the N 10°W- S10°
E/90° and exposed to surface for a
distance of 2m. Seepage markings
along beddings joint on floor.

2. Seepage along N 10°W- S10°E/90°can be
controlled by chipping, cleaning and sealing
it with water proof cement at the entry point
which is exposed to surface. The bedding
joint which is exposed in up dip direction
i.e., SE should be sealed to control the
seepage along it.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on floor
and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-97
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-97

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 75° E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on part of hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4m, Height from ground-1.45m, Depth-1.50m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape, partly rocky and part is covered
with soil sloping towards N 10° E.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular semicircular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild or
domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with dirty white lamination,
medium grained sandstone with bed thickness
varies from 1cm-1m.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding well developed in ceilings.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Fractures N30°W-S30°E at the ceiling, opening 2mm
southern end dies in the ceiling itself. Shows some
seepage markings, upper surfaces covered with grass.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with
flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor flaking.
Floor: covered with soil at places the surface is fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Along the fracture N30°W- S30°E at the ceiling

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

and mineral coatings at wall and very less in ceiling.
Roll back water markings at ceilings properly

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs & trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, Yellowish green, lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along N30°W- S30°E at
the ceiling.

2. It appears that the fracture N30°WS30°
E at the ceiling getting exposed to
surface and it should be sealed with
waterproof cement to control seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall and

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

minor on ceiling.
5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-97

Cantilever

Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-97: Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling

Photo No. AS-98
Block deslabing
along bedding
joints

Flat ceiling

Plant growth
along bedding
plane
Scaling

Shelter No. AS-98: Cantilever Type with Flat But Irregular Ceiling
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Rock Shelter No. AS-98
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-98

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on a gentle sloping hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.50m, Height from ground-75cm,
Depth-2.75m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky, sloping towards north.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, exposed on other side (i.e. upstream)

9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Details could not be discerned covered by mineral
coatings.

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange (faintly seen)

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with minor white mineral
laminations, medium grained sandstone with bed
thickness varies from 1cm to 6-8cm.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling and dirty white mineral coating at the
ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, but can be strengthened by concreting
the base.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, trees & shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Yellow, Grey lichens and black fungi.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, but can be
strengthened by concreting the

1. Stable. The base can be strengthened
by concreting the base.

base.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-99
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°E – N 40° W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.60m, Height from ground-1.30m,
Depth-2.48, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-2.90m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

Tunnel (bell mouth).

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular covered with rock debris (big slabs)

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line
drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with minor white mineral
laminations, medium grained sandstone with bed
thickness varies from 1cm to 6-8cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Covered with debris.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage- southern part is quite open.

(Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

17.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Tilled block, towards N 40°W direction

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

deslabing has taken place.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Orange, Grey, Yellow lichen & black fungi

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Tilled block, towards
N 40°W direction deslabing has
taken place.
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1. Tilted block precariously resting on
deslabed block as it is it should be
strengthened by concreting the base on
left side and right side.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-100
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N15°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/ plataue/ mod.slope./ gent.slope.)

Located on slope of a hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.40m, Height from ground-2.15 &
0.90mm, Depth-2.00m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Lensoidal, rocky, sloping towards N15°W. No
deposits, small shrub growth along a fracture.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.
Middle part has higher roof and other side has
lower roof.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and thin lamination of white medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness varies
from 5cm to 15cm slightly quartzitic and
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding and cross bedding.
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15.

16.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint.

material/tree growth

N 80°E- S80°W/80°NW at the floor, open up to
roof along which one shrub has grown.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

minor flaking & mineral coating.
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking &
mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass & shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, greenish yellow Lichens and Black
fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on wall and ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall and
ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.
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controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-101
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S45°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a slope of a hillock.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-5.20m, Height from ground-1.00m,
(average- sloping) Depth-2.75 m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

---

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, rocky

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape-Cave type

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Human being and deers in red only one

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

Human figure in orange

cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red & Orange

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with thin laminations of white

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone, bed thickness varies from 5cm to
15cm, medium grained slightly quartzitic with
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding
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15.

16.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N30°E-S30°W-open up to 30cm along which

material/tree growth

and also along bedding joint tree growth has
taken place

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking and mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with
mineral coating
No wall.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling and mineral coating.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable-good growth of banyan tree along

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

joints may destabilize in future.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Yellow, grey lichens and black fungi.

18.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural by tree growth.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, good growth of

1. Stable. The trees along with its roots

banyan tree along joints may
destabilize the shelter in future.

should be completely removed.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.
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4.

Mineral coating minor on floor
and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-102
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

---

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.45m, Height from ground-88cm,
Depth-1.65m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape, rocky with minor growth,
sloping towards N25°W direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with thin laminations of white sandstone,
bedding thickness is more than 100cm, medium
grained slightly quartzitic with ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

No seepage.
Roll back water markings at the periphery and
minor mineral coating at wall and ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Yellow and grey lichens and black fungi

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall
and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-103
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

East

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

Located on a slope of a hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.70m, Height from ground-1.85m,
Depth-2.95m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape. rock deslabed by root of
banyan tree.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape. A few small roots are seen on
the ceilings.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with thin laminations of white sandstone,
bed thickness varies from 5cm to 15cm, medium
grained slightly quartzitic with ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N50°W - S50°E along this joint part of the
ceiling is deslabed.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered along bedding

bedding or bedding joint plane)

at the base.
Floor: Slightly to moderately weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Mineral coating and flaking is quite prominent
deep inside.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

The tree root growth along the bedding of

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

floor and ceiling would destabilize. The
shelter

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, yellow, orange lichens and black

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

fungi

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

18.

1.

Stability: Presence of tree roots
along bedding plane would

1. Stable. The trees along with roots
should be completely removed.

destabilize in future.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.
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Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-104
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-104

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

Located in a hill slope. A boulder resting on a
boulder

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.10m, Height from ground-2.00m,
Depth-3.00m, Depth of caving along
bedding plane-2.40m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever hood type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rocky surface, sloping towards N60°W
direction irregular shape.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

Present.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Wild animal (Deers)

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and off white colored laminations medium
grained sand stone with bed thickness from 15 cm to 1m

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N55°W-S55°E/90° fracture in ceiling and part
of wall open upto 2mm which is connected to
bedding joint with seepage markings. Another
bedding joint on the right side with seepage
markings exposed to surface.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crown/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with mineral
coating & flaking.
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with mineral
coating
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Along joints and fracture (N 55°WS55°
E/90°) dies out in wall.
Roll back water markings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable
Base can be strengthened by concreting.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Good growth, grey, yellow, orange lichen
and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:
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1.

Stability: Stable, however there
are a few tree roots.

1. Stable. The trees along with roots should
be removed completely. The base needs to
be strengthened by concreting.

2.

Seepage along joints and fracture
(N 55°WS55° E/90°).

2. Seepage along the joint can be controlled as
the joint is exposed to surface by sealing it
with waterproof cement at the entry points.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall
and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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(

J

)

Photo No. AS-104

Block dislodging
along vertical
joint

Cantilever

Orange lichen
Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-104: Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular

Photo No. AS-105
Block deslabing
along bedding
plane

Cantilever
Failure scar

Cave
Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-105: Cantilever Cum Cave Type with
Flat Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-105
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-105

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 20°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located in a hill slope. A boulder resting on a

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

boulder. Both shelter nos 104 and 105 are located
in the same boulder.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.60m, Height from ground-1.06m,
Depth-2.40m, Southern side the height is less.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, floor is sloping towards

if any

N20°W and S20°E

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple and off white colored laminations medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sand stone with bed thickness varies from
15cm to 1m.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

A few minor fractures in the ceiling N20° ES20°
W/90°

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with mineral

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

coating & flaking.
Wall: Fresh.
Floor: Fresh.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings at the ceiling

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, orange lichens and black fungi

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, needs
strengthening measures as one

1. Stable. The base of the boulders should be
strengthened by concreting.

boulder is resting over the other.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-106
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-106

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S60°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

Located on a big insitu boulder on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.25m, Height from ground-1.25m,
Depth-2.40m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever cum cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape, sloping towards N 10°E and
rocky surface.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with white mineral laminations
bedding thickness varies from 10cm to 40cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N50°W- S50°E/90° open up to0.5 cm with
seepage markings in ceiling and wall.
Root and tree growth along bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along N 50°W-S50°W/90° joint.

Roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings and mineral coating
in the ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stability- Tree growth along the bedding may

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

destabilize shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Orange, yellow, grey, lichens and black
fungi.

17.

18.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Presence of tree growth
along the bedding may destabilize
shelte

1. Stable. The tree and its roots should
be removed completely

2.

Seepage along N50°W-S50°E/90°
joint in the ceiling.

2. Seepage along the joint can be controlled
by sealing it with waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Photo No. AS-106

Cantilever

Marks of
seepage

Penetration of
roots along
bedding plane
Yellow lichen

Cave

Shelter No. AS-106: Cantilever Cum Cave Type with Flat But Ceiling
Photo No. AS-107

Cantilever

Flat ceiling

Rocky floor

Shelter No. AS-107: Cantilever Type with Flat Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-107
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-107

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N75°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.45m, Height from ground-0.60m,
Depth-5.80m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, Rectangular. Rocky, sloping towards
N20°E

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, rectangular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and white mineral lamination, medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness varies
from 6cm to 15cm.

14.

Primary structures

Primary and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N70°W to S40°W fracturing exposed to surface
with root growth along it on ceiling.
N35°W- S35°E joint open up to 10cm along
which there is a tree growth.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking

scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

and minor mineral deposits.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along joint and fracture.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stability: presence of profuse growth of banyan

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

tree along the joint and its roots along bedding
joint may destabilize the shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, yellow, green lichens and black fungi.

17.

18.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: presence of profuse
growth of banyan tree along the
joint and its roots along bedding
joint would destabilize the shelter.

2.

Seepage along N35°W-S35°E/90°
joint and N70°W to N40°W
fracture in the ceiling.

1. Stability: The trees and its roots should be
removed completely and the joints should be
sealed with waterproof cement as these joints
show seepage markings along it.
2. The above measure would control the
seepage.

3.

Flaking minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-108
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-108

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S30°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.75m, Height from ground-0.60 to 1.90 m,
Depth-5.00m.

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Tunnel Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular. Rocky, flat surface.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored thin laminations
medium grained sandstone and bedding thickness
varies from 5cm to 45cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N60°W-S60°E/90° tight joint in the ceiling, tree

material/tree growth

growth along an open N60°W-S60°E joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh to slightly weathered with minor
coating. Floor: fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable, but tree growth along the joint would

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

destabilize the shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, trees, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Orange, greenish-yellow, grey lichen and black
fungi.

17.

18.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, but tree growth
along the joint would deslab or
destabilize.

with waterproof cement.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall and

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

ceiling.
5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.
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should be removed, cleaned and filled

controlling mineral coating.
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controlling roll backwater.
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(

J

)

Photo No. AS-108
Seepage
along joint

Concave
ceiling
Dry marks of
seepage along
joint

Tunnel

Shelter No. AS-108: Tunnel with Concave Ceiling But Irregular
Photo No. AS-110

Cantilever
Marks of
seepage along
bedding plane
Cave

Rocky base

Shelter No. AS-110: Cantilever Cum Cave Type with Flat
Ceiling But Irregular
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Rock Shelter No. AS-109
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 10°E- S10°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

Same as 108

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.00m & 9.50m, Height from ground3.00m, Depth-2.0m, Depth of caving along
bedding plane-m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Tunnel type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rectangular. Sloping towards N10° E covered
with soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular.

9.

Paintings presence

---

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white colored thin laminations

size, composition, cement, etc.)

medium grained sandstone and bedding
thickness varies from 7cm to 35cm.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint on right and left wall shows

material/tree growth

seepage markings.
N10°E- S10°W/90°at the crown open up to
1cm, along which there is tree growth.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking
and profuse mineral coatings.
Wall: fresh to slightly weathered and covered
with mineral coating.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along bedding joints on the wall.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, but could be destabilized by the presence
of root growth on the left wall.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Yellowish green, and Grey lichen.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, but could be
destabilized by the presence of root
growth on the left wall and on sides
of the surface there is tree growth.

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots should
be completely removed. The presence of
banyan tree on the eastern side of the
shelter should also be removed.

2.

Seepage along bedding joint in the
wall.

2. Seepage along the bedding joint can be
controlled by sealing it with waterproof
cement at the up dip direction.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-110
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

AS-110 (Page No. 249)

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 45°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope /gentle slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.20m, Height from ground-1.40m, Depth2.00m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-0.60m

6.

Type of Shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever cum Cave Type

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular in shape, sloping towards N30° - 45°E
Partly rocky and partly covered with soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored lamination with bed
thickness varies from 2cm to 35cm
medium grained sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding & cross bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint at top and bottom of wall shows
water seepage markings.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom)
scaling / flaking / crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking
and profuse mineral deposits.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh with minor mineral deposits.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage markings observed along bedding joints

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

(top & bottom)
Roll back water markings at the periphery of shelter

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good. Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Yellow, grey lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along bedding joints at
the top and bottom

2. Seepage along the bedding joint can be
controlled by sealing it with waterproof
cement at the up dip direction.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall
and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-111
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

Open in almost all directions with 3 resting place
(From N25°E direction people can enter)

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.80m, Height from ground-0.75m,
Depth- 4.40m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Semi circular, rocky with a few rock slabs.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with thin off white colored
lamination with bed thickness varies from 2cm to
35cm ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding & cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

No.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling & wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking and minor mineral coating at the ceiling.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No Seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- tilled block.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Good. grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Yellow, grey lichen and black fungi

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, tilted block.

1. Stability: Tilted block, but stable and can
be further strengthened by concreting the
resting places.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on wall and ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating at the ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-112
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 15°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.30m, Height from ground-1.25m,
Depth- 1.25m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever hood type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky, sloping towards N15°E.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and off white color laminations, fine to
medium ground sandstone with bed thickness
varies from 1cm to 30cm, with silica and
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint at wall- tight joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling & Wall: Slightly to moderately weathered
with flaking and black fungi growth.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with mineral
(off white) coating.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

No.
Roll back water markings at the periphery.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Yellowish green, grey, light green lichens. black
fungi at ceiling & wall (profuse)

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

Shrubs & trees.

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall, floor
and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-113
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 10° W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

On a hill slope. This shelter formed by a big
boulder tilled and rested along the slope. Shelter
formed at two elevations due to different levels

5.

Dimension Upper:

W/L-4.60m, Height from ground-1.00m,
Depth-3.00m,
Lower:W/L-2.30m, Height from ground-0.75m,
Depth-2.40m,

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Both cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Upper : Triangular floor covered with soil (flat).
Lower: Irregular shape covered with soil & rock
debris sloping towards N60°E.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Both cave type.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decretive/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off-white laminations and thick
bedding more than 2m, quartzitic, fine to medium
grained sandstone.
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14.

Primary structures

Thick bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Nil.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh with minor flaking & mineral coating.

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

No wall.
Floor: Covered with soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Presently stable along a slope.

17.

18.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, trees & shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey and yellow lichens and minor black fungi at
the periphery.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable. Presently stable along a slope.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater though not
alarming
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Rock Shelter No. AS-114
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N50°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.00m, Height from ground-1.75, Depth3.30m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-+3.00m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, broken surface, rocky.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with thin off white laminations bedding
thickness a few cm to more than 100cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding. Cross bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N 40°to 80°W -S40° to 80°E/90° open up to 4mm
and exposed to surface along which seepage markings
are present in ceiling with tree growth along it.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking and profuse mineral coating.
Wall & Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered, where
wall meets ceiling the flaking is rampant.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along N 40°to 80°W -S40° to 80°E/90°
joint.
Roll back water markings and thick mineral coatings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

There is a N45°W-S45°E/90° open joint (>1.5m)
along which this block is titled towards N40°E
direction.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, trees, shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey and yellow lichens.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, There is a
N45°WS45° E/90° open joint
(>1.5m) along which this block is
titled towards N40°E direction.

1. Stability: The basal part should be cleaned
along N45°W-S45°E joint and should be
strengthened by injecting concrete along it.
The tree along N40°W-S40°E on the
surface should be removed along with its
roots and sealed with waterproof cement to
control seepage.

2.

Seepage along N 40°to 80°W S40° to 80°E/90°

2. The above measure would control seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-115
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S40°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-11.50m, Height from ground-1.50m max,
Depth-8.80m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape covered with debris (slabs) sloping
towards N20°E direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Present.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

One human being is partly visible others are covered
with dirty color mineral coatings.

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with thin white laminations, bed
thickness range from 1cm to more than 100cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

1.

2.
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traceable for over 7m with seepage
markings 2mm. With tree growth along it.
N50°E-S50°W/90° traceable over 10m open
up to 2mm with spacing of 2m. With tree
growth along it.

3.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking and
profuse mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along joints.
Roll back water markings and profuse mineral
coating

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- tree growth along joints could prove fatal for
the stability and also to the cantilever ceiling of
shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, trees, shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey and orange lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, tree growth
along joints could prove fatal for
the stability and also to the
cantilever ceiling of shelter.

2.

Seepage along joints in the ceiling.

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots should
be removed, cleaned and filled with
waterproof cement.
2. The above measures would control the
seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-116
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S80°W- N80°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hillock slope. Formed by a titled
block resting along a rock ledge.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.0m, Height from ground-2.00m,
Depth-2.95m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Tunnel type big open at one and (bell mouth)
and narrow at the other end.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular triangle- covered with soil and rock
debris

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple color with dirty white laminations and
bed thickness varies from a few cm to 100cm
with quartzitic look and silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Wall and ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with flaking.
Floor: Covered with soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- left side is resting on a rock edge.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Yellow and grey, lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, left side is resting

1. Stable.

on a rock edge.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-117
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S15°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-9.75m, Height from ground-1.10m,
Depth-4.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular covered with soil and rock debris
(slabs)

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored 2cm to 25cm thick
medium grained quartzitic sandstone with silica
cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint along which deslabing has taken

material/tree growth

place, open up to 4 cm at the ceiling.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered.
Floor: Covered with soil and debris.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage markings along bedding need to be
monitored to ascertain how water enters?

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- deslabing occurred at the top of the

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

ceiling

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good, grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Greenish yellow & grey lichens and minor
black fungi.

18.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, deslabing occurred
at the top of the ceiling.

1. Stable, the deslabing can be controlled
by rock bolting.

2.

Seepage along bedding joints.

2. Seepage along the bedding joint needs
to be monitored to ascertain how water
enters inside and this would facilitate
the remedial measures.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-118
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

Open in 3 directions entrance through north.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.00 to 7.00m, Height from ground1.5m-1.85, Depth-6.65m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular covered with soil & debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with off white colored
laminations, fine to medium grained sandstone
with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N50°W-S50°E/90° open up to 30cm. N30°ES30°
W/80°NW open upto 20cm exposed to sky.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh.
Floor: covered with soil and rock debris.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along open joints.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Part -right side is completely hanging, detached

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

by the above two joints and supported by two
boulders and part of joints.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Green, yellow and grey lichens.

17.

18.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, part -right side
is completely hanging, detached by

1. Unstable. It may be left as it is as there
is no paintings or the open joints can be

the above two joints and supported
by two boulders and part of joints.

sealed and erection of an additional
pillar at its north western end would
strengthen its stability.

2.

Seepage along the two open joints.

2. Seepage along the joint can be controlled
by sealing it with waterproof cement at the
entry points as it is exposed to sky.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-119
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S65°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a scrap face as an isolated boulder.

5.

Dimension

W/L-1.80m, Height from ground-1.10m, Depth3.00m, Depth of caving along bedding plane1.80m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky covered with a few flat boulders
sloping towards S65°W direction

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular lenticular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with off white laminations medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness
varies from 5 to 40cm. silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

No fracture N30°W - S30°E joint.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking.

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh with minor flaking.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water-at periphery and deep inside, it
is possible that water entering from there
through N30°W - S30°E joint.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable- presently resting on three places,
where two places show fracturing at the back
side of resting place.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Trees & shrubs + grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey and yellowish green lichens.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, two resting
places where rock is crushed due
to load.

1. Stable. The present resting legs could not
take it full load, it shows the stress, hence
the load should be distributed to larger area
by increasing the area of legs by concreting.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery and deep inside of
ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-120
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.00m, Height from ground-1.30m,
Depth-2.00m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-2.00m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Partly rocky and partly covered with soil, rocky
surface is sloping towards S50°W direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with off white laminations medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness
varies from 5 to 40cm, silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joints.
N45°E-S45°W/90° joint at the left side of floor.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.
Wall: No wall.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling minor mineral coatings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

The cantilever part is resting on a tree otherwise
it would have been titled.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, Shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, orange and greenish yellow lichens.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, the cantilever
part is resting on a tree otherwise
it would have been titled.

1. Stable. The tree is giving support to the
ceiling, It needs to be stabilized by
erecting a pillar and the tree should be
removed, further growth of tree would
destabilize the shelter.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-121
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on scarp face.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.50m, Height from ground-2.10m,
Depth-2.60m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type shelter.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Steeply dipping rocky floor, irregular shape
dipping towards (S 50°W).

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semi circular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with off white laminations medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness
varies from 5 to 40cm, silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint open up to 10cm at the middle

material/tree growth

of wall.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: fresh to slightly weathered with

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

minor flaking and mineral coatings.
Floor: Slightly to moderately weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery and
mineral coating at ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around Good.

Grass, trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, yellow and orange lichens.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings and at

5. Suitable method should be evolved

the periphery of ceiling.

for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-122
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 15°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Very close to scarp- back side of scarp.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-9.00m, Height from ground-1.40m &
2.00m, Depth-4.20m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rectangular (irregular). Floor covered with

if any

debris, soil and 20% is rocky.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular, rectangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in wall and ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

White paintings, show-fighting scene and a few

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

animals (Rhino, deers, etc.)

cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Red- a human and others could not be discerned
covered with mineral coatings and black fungi.

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red and white.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple color with white lamination thick

size, composition, cement, etc.)

bedding more than 1.2 m. Fine to medium
grained Quartzitic sandstone.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

No.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Wall & ceiling: Fresh with mineral coating

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

which destroy the paintings.
Floor: fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

17.

18.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Trees, shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Orange, yellow, grey lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage.

3.

Mineral coating minor on wall

3. Suitable method should be evolved

and ceiling.
4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

for controlling mineral coating.
4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-123
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 35°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.70m, Height from ground-1.40m,
Depth-1.70m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Open cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rocky, irregular shape.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular shape.

9.

Paintings presence

Present in wall and ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

Very light impressions nothing could be made
out.

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor.

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with white colored laminations fine to
medium grained quartzitic sandstone with
bedding thickness varies from 30 to 40cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint in ceiling.

material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & ceiling: Fresh with minor flakingand
profuse mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water marking at wall and profuse

trend/ along floor)

mineral coating (white and off white).

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, yellow lichens and black fungi.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

and ceiling.
5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-124
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.75m, Height from ground-2.00m,
Depth-2.45m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-2.8m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Semi circular in shape, rocky surface sloping

if any

towards north.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Semi circular developed over 180° angle.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple colored with off white color laminations

size, composition, cement, etc.)

fine to medium grained, bedding thickness
varies from 1cm to 50cm at places quartzitic.

14.
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15.

16.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint.

material/tree growth

E-W fracture dipping inside at 75° on the left
side of ceiling. No seepage.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to moderately weathered with
flaking.
Floor: Fresh.

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings at the ceiling

trend/ along floor)

Mineral coating and fungi (black) growth.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- But there is a tree growth on its right
side and its roots are seen along bedding joint,
which could prove fatal for stability.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, Orange and Greenish yellow Lichens and
Black fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, But there is a tree

1. Stable. The tree should be removed along

growth on its right side and its
roots are seen along bedding joint,

with its roots and cleaned and filled with
water proof cement.

which could prove fatal for stability.
2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall and

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

ceiling.
5.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-125
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 25°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope (NW). This shelter is formed

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

due to the sloping of ceiling block and resting on a
big boulder on its left side- right is on a rock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.45m, Height from ground-1.65m,
Depth-2.95m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, rocky surface, sloping towards N

if any

25°W with debris.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular triangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple colored with minor white mineral

size, composition, cement, etc.)

laminations bedding thickness is up to 1m
medium-grained quartzitic sandstone.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N 50°W- S50°W/90° open joint along which a
big tree is grown on the floor.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh with flaking.

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall & Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable- the ceiling is resting on an unstable

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

block on left side.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrubs & grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Yellow and grey lichens and minor black on
ceiling.

17.

18.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable ceiling, the
ceiling is resting on an unstable
block on left side. Tree growth
along N50°W-S50°E/90° joint

1. Unstable. The left side of the shelter needs
stabilization measures like concreting after
cleaning the surface of the resting place.
The tree growth along N50°W-S50°E/90°
joint should be removed along with its roots
and filled with waterproof cement.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-126
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 55°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.00m, Height from ground-0.95cm,
Depth-6.00m, Depth of caving along
bedding plane-4.00m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular rectangular covered with soil

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, rectangular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple colored with off white laminations and the
bedding thickness varies from 2cm to 50cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Nil.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling & wall: fresh with minor flaking and thin
mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: covered with soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings at the periphery.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- tree growth along bedding on the
surface.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, trees & shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Yellow and grey lichens & black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is tree
growth along the bedding joint
on surface.

1. Stable, The tree growth along bedding joint
should be removed along with its roots and
filled with waterproof cement.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall and

4. Suitable method should be evolved

ceiling.
5.

Roll back water markings and at
the periphery of ceiling.

for controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-127
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.95m, Height from ground-1.45m,
Depth-2.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Triangular- covered with soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and off white colored medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness varies from a few
mm (0.5cm) to more than 100cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Wall & Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with flaking and mineral coating in wall and fungi
growth in ceilings.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey and yellow lichen and black fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage.

2. No seepage.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall
and ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-128
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.70m, Height from ground-1.40m,
Depth-2.60m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape covered with soil & grass.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Off white and purple colored medium grained
quartzitic sandstone with bed thickness more than 1m.

14.

Primary structures

Well developed cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N 45°W-S 45°E/88°NE, fracture through out
ceiling and wall open up to 2mm, with seepage
markings at wall but not profuse on ceiling.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered
with flaking and mineral coatings.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: covered with soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along N45°W-S45°E/88°NE, joint on
wall and very minor on ceiling.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs & tree.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Yellow, Orange & Grey lichens
Minor black fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along N45°W-S45°E/88°

2. Seepage along N45°W-S45°E/88°NE,

NE joint on wall and minor on
ceiling.

joint on wall and very minor on ceiling,
the seepage entry points on surface
could not be ascertained.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall
and ceiling.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-129
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N70°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.95m, Height from ground-1.75m,
Depth-3.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, covered with soil, sloping towards
N20°W.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, rectangular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and white color laminations, bed
thickness varies from 20cm to more than 1m. It
is medium grained sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Separated from other boulders by N50°WS50°
E/90° 5-10cm open joint & N45°ES45°
W/90° open up to a meter.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered.
Ceiling shows flaking and minor mineral coating

bedding or bedding joint plane)

& fungi growth.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings along the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling and on sides of the wall.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Precariously resting. Separated from the main
block by N50°W-S50°E/90°, open joint on right
side and N45°E-S45°W/90° open up to 1m.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs & trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Grey& yellow lichens and black fungi
at ceiling.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, precariously

1. Unstable. It may tilt towards north in

resting, separated from the main
block by N50°WS50° E/90°,

future; it would require pillars to
take the load of the block.

open joint on right side and N45°
E-S45°W/90° open up to 1m.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-130
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

Open in all direction, resting on two places.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hillock slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.40m, Height from ground-1.00m,
Depth-3.20m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Triangular, covered with rock debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular shape open on all sides resting on
two places.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and off white colored mineral
lamination bed thickness varies from a few cm
to 40cm, medium grained sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

No.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
profuse flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings along periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs & trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Greenish Yellow & Grey Lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-131
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N50°E direction.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hillock slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-9.50m, Height from ground-0.60cm,
Depth-3.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Semi circular- partly rocky and partly covered
with soil and grass sloping towards N20°W.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and off-white colored mineral laminations,
medium grained sandstone with bed thickness
2.5cm to 45cm with siliceous & ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & ceiling: Slightly weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- tree roots are seen inside the shelter.
There is a tree growth on the surface.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs & trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Greenish grey, Yellow lichens and black

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: Stable, tree roots are
seen inside the shelter. There is a
tree growth on the surface.

1. Stable. The tree and its roots should be
completely removed and the area should be
filled with waterproof cement to control the
entry of water.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-132
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

Open on all sides except 3 resting places N30°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill very close to scarp face.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-5.45m, Height from ground-1.80m,
Depth-5.20m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Mushroom type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape filled with rock boulder

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape. Formed by just a slab resting

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

on other boulders.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple and white colored, medium grained sandstone

size, composition, cement, etc.)

with bed thickness varies from 10cm to 30cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross-and primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Roots are seen on left side (N30°W opens).

material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking
Wall & Floor: Big boulder. Fresh to slightly

bedding or bedding joint plane)

weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll backwater on ceiling periphery and on

trend/ along floor)

wall.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

The ceiling is resting on unstable blocks of
rocks and root growth seen on left block.

19.

Vegetations growth around

A few trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Yellow, green, grey lichen and black fungi.

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, the ceiling is
resting on unstable blocks of rocks
and root growth seen on left block.

1. Unstable, the boulders which are sustaining
the ceiling should be strengthened by
concreting and the tree and its roots should
be completely removed.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved

periphery of ceiling and on wall.

for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-133
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 50°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.40m, Height from ground-1.20m,.
Depth-4.90m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, rocky with a big banyan tree

if any

along N60°W-S60°E joint.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular. This ceiling is resting at two

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

locations; the rest around 1m is projected.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

8.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and white colored, medium grained sandstone
with bed thickness varies from10cm to 30cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N60°W-S60°E/85° SW. open joint. The

material/tree growth

ceiling is detached along it from main block.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered
with mineral coating and minor flaking at the

bedding or bedding joint plane)

ceiling.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings are seen on floor &
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable, resting on two places, there is a tree

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

growth, which titled the block. Root growth
along bedding joint deslabs

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Grey Lichens.

17.

18.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, the ceiling
slab is unstable on its own; it is
resting at two places. Further
there is a tree growth and its

1. Unstable. The tree should be removed along
with its roots and the central part where the
ceiling slab rests need strengthening by
concreting by increasing the contact area.

roots along the floor and bedding
joint.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved

periphery of ceiling also seen at
the floor.

for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-134
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

South.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Facing the scarp.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.90m, Height from ground-1.10m,
Depth-4.90m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Open in all three directions.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, covered with boulders, there is a

if any

tree growth on floor.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

The ceiling is irregular in shape, titled and

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

resting on two places on small boulders,

Irregular, Cavity, Oval

open on 3 directions.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

8.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple and off white laminations, medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bed thickness varies
from 5cm to 40cm.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Nil.

material/tree growth
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along bedding

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
mineral coating and fungi growth.

or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Another boulder on right side, it is fresh.
Floor: Covered with boulder.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings on ceilings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable, precariously resting on precariously

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

sitting boulder and a tree growth at the floor.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, grass and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, Greenish Yellow lichens and black
fungi on ceiling.

17.

18.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Ceiling is tilted,

1. Unstable, the right side needs to be

independent block, unstable ceiling
precariously resting on a boulder

stabilized by concreting the right side
boulder. Remove the tree along with

which inturns precariously resting.

its roots.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-135
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

Facing towards East.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hillock very close to scrap.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.60m, Height from ground-1.30m,
Depth-2.60m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky, irregular, sloping towards east and north.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decoretive/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple and off white laminations, medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bed thickness varies
from 5cm to 30cm.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N80°W-S80°E/90°, irregular, seen on ceiling
and floor tight exposed to surface.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with mineral

scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

coating and flaking.
Wall: Fresh and mineral coatings.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage along the fracture there is
weathering.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at periphery.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, but become unstable because the ceiling
of shelter no 134 resting and marking it stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Shrubs, trees and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Yellow and Grey lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, but become
unstable because the ceiling of

1. Unstable, needs stabilization measures
like strengthening the wall by concreting.

shelter no 134 resting and
marking it unstable.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall and
ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-136
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hillock close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.00m, Height from ground-2.60m,
Depth-4.95m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Bell mouth type cave.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, triangular. Covered with soil sloping

if any

towards N40°W.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white colored, medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone with bed thickness varies from 5cm to
40cm.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N75°E-S75°W/90° open up to 0.5cm on the ceiling
N20°W-S70°E/50°-80°NE, open up to 30cm
with seepage in the ceiling, tree root growth.
N70°W-S70°E/60°NE open up to 20cm along
the wall.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling& Wall: Fresh with mineral coating and
flaking.
Floor: Covered with soil.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back(through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along N20°W-S20°E/50°NE joint along
ceiling & wall. N70°W-S70°E/60°NE, along crown
open up to 20cm ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable. There is tree root growth (profuse) along
the N70°W-S70°E/fracture.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Shrubs, Grass & trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Good growth, Yellow & grey lichens.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, There is tree root
growth (profuse) along the N70°
W-S70°E/fracture.

1. Stable. The tree along with its roots should
be removed and filled with waterproof
cement.

2.

Seepage along N20°W-S20°E/50°
NE joint along ceiling & wall. And
along N70°WS70° E/60°NEfracture.

2. Seepage entry points should be sealed
with water poof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-137
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N15°E- S15°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)

Located on a hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.40m, Height from ground-8.75m,
Depth-14.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Tunnel type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rectangular covered with boulder soil its
sloping towards N15°E.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple and off white colored, medium grained,
hard compact sandstone with bed thickness
varying from 8cm to 1.2m, silica & iron cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding fracture & N70°W-S70°ES/70° joint on

material/tree growth

left wall from center to the top up to 20cm.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered.

scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered.
Floor: Covered with rock boulder and soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along the N 70°W -S70°E/S70° joint.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings on wall and ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

There is a tree growth on right side and profuse

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

root growth along the bedding which would
destabilize/ deslab. The ceiling block also partly
resting on the tree.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Good.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Grey and yellowish green lichens.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is tree
growth on right side and its roots
would destabilize the ceiling.

1. Stable. The tree along with its roots may
cause instability. Top right side needs
strengthening by erection of a concrete
pillar commensurate with its load.

2.

Seepage along the N 70°W -S70°
E/S70° joint.

3.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

2. Seepage entry points should be sealed
with water poof cement.
3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-138
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S75°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)

Located on a hillock slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.00m, Height from ground-1.45m,
Depth-1.90m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape, Rocky.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white laminations, medium
grained sandstone with thickness of bed varies
from 1cm to 15cm, ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross-and primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint.

material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Medium grained with flaking.
Wall & Floor: Slight to moderately weathered.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings deep inside where the

trend/ along floor)

ceiling meets the wall.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Green, grey and yellow lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings deep
inside where the ceiling meets the
wall, not at periphery.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-139
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N75°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.85m, Height from ground-2.20m,
Depth-1.80m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular rocky, slope towards North and
northeasterly.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored, medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness varies
from 2cm to 15cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross and primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Basal bedding joints open up to 8cm on wall.
N45°W-S45°E/90° fracture in the ceiling open
up to 2m and no seepage marks. traceability
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & Ceiling: Slightly weathered with
flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Slightly weathered

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings very lies at isolated

trend/ along floor)

places on ceiling

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Green and yellow lichens and black fungi on floor

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

and part of ceiling.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings very lies
at isolated places on ceiling as the

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.

ceiling is dipping inside.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-140
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N35°E – S15°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)

On a hill slope- close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.50m, Height from ground-1.35m,
Depth-6.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Tunnel type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rectangular, covered with soil and rock boulder,
sloping towards N15°E.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Rectangular.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored, medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness varies from 2cm to 15cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N60°E-S60°W/40°NW tight, 1m traceable in ceiling
N40°E-S40°W/80°NW tight, 2.5m in length in
ceiling.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh completely coated with off white

scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

mineral coating.
Wall: Fresh.
Floor: Covered with soil and rock debris.

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along N40°E –S40°W /80°NW joint
observed.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, but there is a big banyan tree on top of the
ceiling with its roots seen along bedding and
on floor.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey and orange lichens and black fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, but there is a big
banyan tree on top of the ceiling
with its roots seen along bedding

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots
should be completely removed, cleaned
and filled with waterproof cement.

and on floor.
2.

Seepage along N40°E –S40°W /
80°NW joint observed.

2. Seepage entry points should be sealed
with water poof cement.

3.

Profuse mineral coating on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-141
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N75°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hillock near to scarp.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-3.80m, Height from ground-1.00m,
Depth-1.80m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, rocky sloping towards NE and NW.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular,

Flat, Concave, Convex, Irregular, Cavity, Oval
Lenticular oval shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.
12.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)
State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

--Good

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness 1.2cm to 30cm with
with ferruginous and silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding and primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

E-W/80°N. tight joint in the wall, bedding joint
open in up dip direction.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
mineral coating and flaking.
Floor: Slightly weathered, covered with black fungi.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Water may seep/flow along the floor, as the up
direction is open.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, but tree and its roots are seen along floor
and bedding joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey and yellow orange lichens and black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, but tree and its
roots are seen along floor and
bedding joint.

2.

No seepage markings but water
may seep/flow along the floor as
the up direction is open.

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots
should be completely removed, cleaned
and filled with waterproof cement.
2. No seepage markings, however the water
would be flowing along the base which
inturn destabilize the shelter hence the base
should be filled with plain concrete.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-142
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N70°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)

Located on a hillock very close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.0m, Height from ground-1.55m,
Depth-2.55m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Semicircular floor. Rocky, with a N20°WS20°
E/80°, open joint (8cm) along which there is
tree growth which has opened up the joint.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Circular ceiling.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decretive/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored, medium grained
sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N70°W-S70°E/70°NE, fracture on wall extends up
to bedding joint.
N10°W-S10°E/80°NE open joint on floor.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor

scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

mineral coating
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking and
profuse mineral coating
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable, but detached by two joints N10°WS10°

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

E/80°NE open joint on floor N55°W-S55°E/
Sub vertical. Tree root growth also seen along
N55°W S55°E and bedding joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass and tree.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Inaccessible

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Yellow, Orange and Grey lichen and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, but detached by
two joints N10°W-S10°E/80°NE
open joint on floor N55°W-S55°E/

1. Stable. The tree and its roots should be
removed along the joints along with its
roots and filled with waterproof cement.

Sub vertical, Tree root growth also
seen along N55°W S55°E and
bedding joint.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-143
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on hillock (peak) close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-3.00m, Height from ground-1.45m,
Depth-2.75m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky, irregular, slope towards south, floor is

if any

detached from wall by N55°W-S55°E/85°NE
open joint.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular triangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white colored, medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone bed thickness up to 100cm with
Silica and ferruginous cement

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N75°E-S75°W/85°NW fracture on the wall

material/tree growth

N55°W-S55°E/85°NE, 15cm open joint.
No seepage

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered

scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with flaking and minor mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll backwater on periphery of ceiling with
minor mineral coating.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

The ceiling is detached- boulder.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

The floor is detached boulder- The floor is
ceiling of AS-142. Tree roots are seen.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Rocky.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Accessible.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, Yellow and orange lichens and minor black

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

fungi.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

16.

17.

18.

22.
23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:
1.

Stability: Unstable. Tree roots

Remedial Measures:
1. Unstable. The ceiling can be

growth and boulder of floor and
ceiling is separate. The floor is

strengthened by concreting its base.
The tree roots along with the tree

separated from the ceiling
block by a joint (N55°W-S55°E)

should be removed completely.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-144
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hillock- close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.50m, Height from ground-0.85cm,
Depth 3.45m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky, semicircular, sloping towards N40°E

if any

direction, there is a fracture N60°to 90°E –
S60°to 80°W, open up to 3cm.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Semicircular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

---

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,

Purple with off white colored, medium

composition, cement, etc.)

grained quartzite sandstone with bed thickness
varying from 1cm to 30cm.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N60°to 90°E – S60°to 90°W/90° open 3cm on

material/tree growth

floor.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
flaking and mineral coating. No wall.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Slightly weathered with N60°to 90°E –
S 60°to 90°W/90°, open joint.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery of
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- tree roots are seen along open bedding

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Nil.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Inaccessible.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey and Orange lichens and black fungi at floor.

16.

17.

18.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, tree roots are

1. Stable. The tree along with its roots

seen along open bedding joint.

should be removed completely.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-145
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N60°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hillock close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-5.30m, Height from ground-2.00m,
Depth-2.10m. Depth of caving along bedding
plane-3.00m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky, irregular, floor sloping towards N30°W.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular rectangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white colored, medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone with be a thickness varying from 2cm to
50-60cm.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

The ceiling separate block, ceiling bedding joint
open resting area 30cm in basal block

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Some seepage along the open bedding joint
which separates ceiling from wall.
Roll back water markings at the periphery.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

The base is stable. The ceiling block is separated
from the wall.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Nil.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Inaccessible.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

Good growth, Grey, orange and yellow lichens.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable The ceiling block
is separated from the wall (basal
block) along an open joint.

1. Stable. The basal joint, which separates
the ceiling from the wall, should be
concreted/cemented to stabilize it.

2.

Seepage markings along the open
bedding joint which separates
ceiling from wall.

2. The above measure would control the
seepage along the open joint.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.

Note: 132,133, 134, 135,136, 137,141,142,143,144,145 and 146 are all located in a single block around
360°. Most of them having stability problem separated blocks etc, separate ceilings and floor.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-146
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)

Located on a hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.75m, Height from ground-0.90cm,
Depth-1.70m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape, rocky, sloping towards north.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain size,
composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored fine to medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness varying from
2cm to 15cm

14.

Primary structures

Current & primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

No.

material/tree growth
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
flaking and mineral coating in wall and ceiling.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

the ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs & trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, Yellow and Orange lichens. Black fungi

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

(on floor and ceiling)

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-147
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S30°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hillock very close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.20mm, Height from ground-1.05m,
Depth-1.20m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, rocky, loping towards S30°W

if any

direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white colored laminations, fine-

size, composition, cement, etc.)

medium grained sandstone with bed thickness
varying from 2cm to 30cm. with silica and
ferruginous cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Wall & Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking

scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

and profuse mineral coating on wall and minor on
ceilings.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage markings.
Roll back water markings at the periphery.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Black fungi only.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-148
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S70°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hillock slope.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.00m, Height from ground-1.40m,
Depth-4.90m. width along bedding – 2.31m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Semicircular in shape, partly rocky and partly

if any

covered with side.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Flat, Concave, Convex, Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Rectangular,

Semicircular,

9.

Paintings presence

Yes on ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decretive/line drawing

Details not discernable.

8.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Red

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white colored laminations,

size, composition, cement, etc.)

finemedium grained sandstone with bed thickness
varying from 1cm-15cm with silica and ferruginous
cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint.

material/tree growth
16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh to moderately weathered with

scaling /flaking/crumbling along

flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &

Roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable-there is a tree (Banyan) on right side with

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

its roots along bedding that could destabilize the
shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and tree.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Yellow and Grey lichen and black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a tree

1. Stable. The tree along with its roots

(Banyan) on right side with its

should be removed and filled with

roots along bedding that could

water proof cement

destabilize the shelter.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-149
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S70°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

This shelter is located just above AS-48.

(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)
5.

Dimension

W/L-16.20m, Height from ground-1.50m,
Depth-4.40m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky, irregular shape, sloping towards N20°W.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present in ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Red: Horse with a man sitting on it with Javelin.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic

Orange: Fighting (war) scene and horse.

or cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange and Red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white colored laminations, fine

size, composition, cement, etc.)

to medium grained sandstone with bed thickness
varing from 3cm-40cm withsilica and ferruginous
cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N60 to70°W – S60° to 70°E/90° open

material/tree growth

joint in the ceiling with seepage markings

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to moderately weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along joints.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable: There is a tree growth along with its
roots may affect the stability.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Orange, yellow and light greenish grey lichen and

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

16.

17.

1.

Stability: Stable, There is a tree
growth along with its roots may
affect the stability.

2.

Seepage markings along both the
joints.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

1. Stable. The tree along with its roots
should be removed completely and
filled with waterproof cement.
2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the entry points with waterproof cement.
3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-150
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 45°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau /mod. slope./gentle slope.)

Located on a hill slope close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-10.00m, Height from ground-1.20m,
Depth- 2.50m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rocky, irregular in shape. Sloping towards N40°W.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Colour: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored laminations, fine to
medium grained sandstone with bed thickness
varying from 3cm- 40cm with silica and
ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N60°W-S60°E/90°, joint on floor traceability-5m

material/tree growth

Bedding joint along wall.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with

scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking and mineral coating.
Wall: Slightly to moderately weathered with
flaking and clay & mineral coating
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage markings.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at periphery of ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth Grey and orange lichen and black
fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-151
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N10°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

147,148,149,150,151 and 152 are all in the same
small hillock.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.25m, Height from ground-1.50m,
Depth-3.20m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky, sloping towards N10°W

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/ good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored laminations, fine
to medium grained sandstone with bedding 2cm
to 30cm with silica and ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Only bedding joint.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with
flaking and minor mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered.
Floor: Fresh

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along the bedding joint at the wall

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass, shrubs and trees

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Orange, Yellow and Grey lichen and black fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along the bedding joint.

2. Seepage path in up dip direction of
bedding is open and needs to be sealed
with water proof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-152
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S55°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Just above 151- Isolated boulder

5.

Dimension

W/L-1.90m, Height from ground-2.0m,
Depth-1.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Floor is separate boulder, irregular shape rocky
sloping towards (S55°E)

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semi circular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained quartzitic sandstone with thick bedding
(>1m)

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N35°W – S35°E/90° tight joint in the wall.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall& Ceiling: Fresh with flaking and minor
mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings at periphery.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- however base can be strengthened by
concreting the base. There is a small banyan tree
near by.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree and shrubs

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Orange and Grey lichens

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Isolated detached boulder
Stable at present, however it needs

1. Stable, needs to be strengthened by
concreting the base.

strengthening. There is a small
banyan tree near by.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-153
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 35°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.90m, Height from ground-0.65m, Depth6.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, covered with soil and a few debris sloping
towards NW.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness varying from 1cm to
60cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding & Primary bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N50°W– S50°E/90° open up to 0.5cm in the ceiling
Bedding joint open up to 1cm at ceiling and there
is tree very close to N 50° W joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking and
minor mineral coating.
No wall
Floor: covered with soil.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along N 50°W-S50E joint
Roll back water markings at the ceiling

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable-there is a tree growth along bedding joint.
There is deslabing but nothing to do with that
tree growth.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Good growth, Greenish yellow and greenish grey
lichen.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there
growth along bedding
open up the bedding.
deslabing but nothing
the tree growth.

is a tree
joint which
There is
to do with

1. Stable. The tree along with its roots needs
to be removed.

2.

Seepage along N 50°W-S50E joint.

2. The seepage along the joint can be controlled
by sealing the entry point by water proof
cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-154
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N10°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

On a hill slope- close to scarp

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.60m, Height from ground-0.654m,
Depth-3.85m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular covered with soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness varying from
1cm to 60cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

No bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Wall & ceiling: Slightly weathered and no

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

scaling.
Floor: covered with soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- there is a tree growth on top of the cave.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

There is no immediate danger from it.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth greenish grey and black fungi.

17.

18.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a tree
growth on top of the cave. There
is no immediate danger from it.

1. Stable, the tree should be removed
completely along with its roots.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Minor flaking at the entrance only.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-155
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N10°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

On a hillock located on a hill slope- close to

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

scarp.

Dimension

W/L-4.80m, Height from ground-0.95m,

5.

Depth-1.60m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-1.5m.
6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular floor, rocky dipping towards

if any

N 10°E direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white lamination fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained Quartzitic sandstone with bed thickness
varying from 8cm to 30cm.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N10°E – S10°W/90° tight joint at the ceiling.
N20°E – S20°W/90° tight joint at the floor.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with mineral
coating and minor flaking.
Floor : Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No Seepage.
Roll back water markings at the periphery.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey and yellow lichens and black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-156
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N80°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

On a hillock. Close to scarp face.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.20m, Height from ground-2.15m,
Depth-2.85m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever- Two layer ceilings.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rocky floor, irregular shape sloping towards S
80°E direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular in shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Lithology (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained sand stone with bed thickness varying
from 2 cm to 25 cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N80°W – S80°E/80°SW, 1mm open joint in the
inner cantilever ceiling with minor seepage
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marks traceable up to 50 cm. Bedding joint
moderately weathered open upto 8 cm.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
flaking and minor mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: slightly to moderately weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.
Floor: slightly weathered

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Minor seepage in N 80°W- S80°E/80°SW joint.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- a few tree growth on top far away from
shelter and there is no immediate danger.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Yellow, orange and grey lichen and
black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, a few tree growth
on top far away from shelter and

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots
should be completely removed.

there is no immediate danger.
2.

Seepage in N 80°W- S80°E/80

2. Seepage is not a problem at all.

SW joint.
3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-157
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S65°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

On a hillock close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.50m, Height from ground-1.20m,
Depth-1.85m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Open cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular rocky, sloping towards S 65°E.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Lenticular oval.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white lamination fine to medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness varying
from a few mm to 35 cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint at wall
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & Ceiling: Slightly weathered with
flaking and minor mineral coating at ceiling.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Slightly to moderately weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings deep inside too

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree shrub and grass

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, Yellowish green, orange and grey

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

lichen

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-158
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 30°E (open to other side with a small opening
of size 1.5 x 30 cm.)

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

On a hillock on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.75m, Height from ground-1.68m,
Depth- 3.85m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave cum tunnel it is open on the other side but
inaccessible.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular shape, rocky with minor soil sloping
towards S 30°W.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular in shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Good

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness varying from 1.5 cm
to 35cm with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N35°E – S35°W/80° SE open up to 0.5cm over

material/tree growth

6m in the ceiling alone and there is rock bridge at
the other end. Open bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to moderately weathered with flaking.
Wall: Fresh to moderately weathered with flaking
where the ceiling rest at the wall, the beddings are
moderately weathered.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along N 35°E – S35°W joint and bedding
joint open up to 7cm in the ceiling expose to sky
in up dip direction. The N 35°E – S35°W joint is
not open to sky but shows profuse seepage thus
indicating that it is intersected by the bedding joint
which might be feeding the joint.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- there is a root along bedding joint and tree
on its left side, which could destabilize.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Good growth orange and grey lichen.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & assessment:

Remedial measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a root
along bedding joint and tree on its
left side, which could destabilize.

1. Stable, the tree should be removed along with
the roots and the base can be strengthened
by concreting the base.

2.

Seepage along N 35°E – S35°W
joint and bedding joint open up
to 7cm in the ceiling exposed to
sky in up dip direction.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing the
bedding joint, which is exposed to sky in
up dip direction.

3.

Flaking on ceiling, floor and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

No mineral coating.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-159
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 15°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

---

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.00m, Height from ground-1.95m,
Depth-2.35m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave cum cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, sloping towards N 15°W rocky

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular in shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Good

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness varying from 2cm to
30cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding & Primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint open at the base and the block is
separated from main by another joint
N70°E – S70°W/90° open up to 25cm.
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16.

17.

18.

19.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered
with profuse flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along the floor by open joints N70°E –
S70°W

trend/ along floor)

Minor roll backwater markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- there is a tree on the right side close to
N70°E –S70°W joint.

Vegetations growth around

Tree shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Good growth, orange and grey lichen and black

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a tree
on the right side close to N70°E –
S70°W joint.

2.

3.

Seepage along the floor by open

1. Stable. The tree along with its roots
should be removed and the basal part
should be strengthened by concreting
part of the base.
2. Seepage is not posing any problem water

joints N70°E – S70°W. Seepage
along the basal joint which is

flows along the floor if necessary, it can
be controlled by sealing the N70°E –

connected to the above joint.

S70°W joint with water proof cement.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on
ceiling and wall.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-160
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 60°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

On a hillock located on hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.45m, Height from ground-0.80m,
Depth- 1.90m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular rectangular rocky surface sloping both on
N10°E and N60°W direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, Rectangular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

-- -

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Good

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
sandstone with 5cm to 40-45cm thick Quartzitic
sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

No.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall & ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No Seepage.
Roll back water markings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- there is a tree growth Banyan and its root
is seen along the bedding where wall joints the
floor.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Good growth, Grey, orange and yellow lichens and
black fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a tree
growth (Banyan)and its root is

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots should
be removed completely.

seen along the bedding where
wall joins the floor.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-161
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 45°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

On a hillock located on a hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-1.18m, Height from ground-1.00m,
Depth- 1.73m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Semicircular covered with debris.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

Semicircular.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

---

cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone with 2cm to 35cm thick bedding.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding and Primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

E-W/ open up to 0.5cm joint in the ceiling with
seepage markings.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall& ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered
with flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: covered with soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along the E-W joint.
Roll back water markings at ceilings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- there is a banyan tree 5m away and its root
are entered into the shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey lichens and black fungi.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a banyan
tree 5m away and its root are

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots should
be removed completely.

entered into the shelter.
2.

Minor seepage along the E-W joint.

2. Seepage along the E-W joint can be
controlled by chipping, cleaning and
sealing it with waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-162
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S 75°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

On a hillock.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.65m, Height from ground-1.00m,
Depth-1.85m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, rocky, sloping towards S75°E

if any

direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

Irregular.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

---

cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Good

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone with 1cm to 15cm thick bedding.

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N20°W- S20°E/85°NE at the ceilingextends to 5m
with seepage markings, Bedding joint at the wall
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Wall & ceiling: Slightly to moderately

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or beddingjoint plane)

weathered with minor flaking and mineral coatings.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with mineral
coatings.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along N20°W-S20°E joint and
N80°W- S60°E/80°NE joint open to sky

trend/ along floor)

traceability is >1m.
Roll back water markings at the ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- A few roots of banyan tree is observed

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

and there is a banyan tree on its left side.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey and orange lichens.

18.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, a few roots of
banyan tree is observed and there

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots
should be removed completely.

is a banyan tree on its left side.
2.

Seepage along N20°W-S20°E joint
and N80°W- S60°E/80°NE joint
open to sky traceability is >1m.

2. The seepage along the joints can be
controlled by sealing the entry
points with water proof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling

4. Suitable method should be evolved

and wall.
5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

for controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-163
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 15°E – S15°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L- 3.60m, Height from ground-1.60m,
Depth-30m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Tunnel type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rectangular, narrowing inside covered with

if any

soil and debris.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Semicircular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained quartzitic sandstone with 4cm to 60cm
thick bedding.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N20°E –S20°W/85°NW at the left side of
tunnel open to sky extends to 3m inside.
N60° to 65°W – S60°to 65°E/80°NE open up
to 5cm located at 3m from entrance.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall& ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered
with flaking and mineral coating.
Floor: covered with soil and debris.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along both joints.
Roll back water up to the cross joint (N65°WS65°
E)

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable-a few tree roots (banyan tree are seen).
Entrance is little disturbed.

19.

Vegetations growth around Just close by

No.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, a few tree roots
(banyan tree are seen). Entrance is
little disturbed.

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots
should be removed completely.

2.

Seepage along both joints.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the water entry points along both
joints by waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-164
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

H-K.1 GSI-04

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 35°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-15.00m, Height from ground-2.00m,
Depth-4.15m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular - This has upper ceiling at higher

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,

elevation which is inaccessible.

Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present – White color on wall.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

War scene, details not discernable.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

White.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored lamination with fine

size, composition, cement, etc.)

to medium grained quartzitic sandstone with
<1cm to 30cm thick bedding.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N50°E- S50°W/70°NW fracturing through
which left part is separated and slightly
dislodged.
N70°E – S70°W, Fracturing N60°W- S60°E
fracturing tight at the ceiling. N25°W- S25°E
fracturing at the ceiling.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall& ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
mineral coating at the ceiling.
Floor: Fresh with mineral coating.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along N50°E –S50°W /70°NW joint.
Roll back water markings seen at upper level not
at lower level.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Main block is stable- left side has become
unstable presently hanging by main blocks
support.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Good growth, Grey, orange and yellow lichens.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Main block is stable-left
side broken along N50°E- S50°W
joint and become unstable presently
hanging by main blocks support.

1. Unstable, the left side is almost detached
through a joint it may destabilize. It can be
stabilized by erecting a RCC block after
considering the load of the detached block.

2.

Seepage along N50°E –S50°W /
70°NW joint.

2. Seepage along the joint can be arrested
by sealing the entry point with waterproof
cement.

3.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and floor.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

4.

Roll back water markings at the

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.

Note: This shelter may be the entry point of AS 165 but part is shifted along a open joint E-W/90° and
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Rock Shelter No. AS-165
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

East

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-3.00m, Height from ground-1.25m,
Depth-1.85m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave cum cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular shape, dipping towards NE direction.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line

---

drawing (hunting/dancing/fighting/
domestic or cultural activities/wild
or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bedding thickness varies
from 1cm to 10cm ferruginous cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Open bedding joint where wall meets the

material/tree growth

ceiling. N80°W- S80°E/85°NE, 2mm open joint
at the ceiling with seepage marks extends up to
60cm exposed to sky.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall& ceiling: Fresh to moderately weathered
with flaking and mineral coating.
Floor: is practically nil.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along bedding joint where wall meets the
ceiling and along N80°W – S80°E/85°NE joint.
Roll back water markings at deep inside ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Right side is fractured and the ceiling is resting
on 3 blocks resting one over other (staking).

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey, Yellow lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, Right side is
fractured and the ceiling is resting
on 3 blocks resting one over other

1. Unstable. The right side should be
strengthened by concreting the right
side area.

2.

Seepage along bedding joint where
wall meets the ceiling and along
N80°W – S80°E/85°NE joint.

2. Seepage along both the joints can be
controlled by sealing the entry points
with water proof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-166
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S 85°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.00m, Height from ground-0.75m,
Depth-3.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave cum cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, shape, sloping towards NW direction

if any

and covered with soil and grass

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Flat, Concave, Convex, Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Rectangular,

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or

---

8.

cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bedding thickness varies
from 1cm to 10cm with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding joint.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint.

material/tree growth
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to moderately weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: covered with soil.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey and orange lichen.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-167
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 55°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-5.75m, Height from ground-0.75m,
Depth-2.80m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular covered with soil and debris sloping
towards north.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular in shape.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained quartzitic sandstone with bed
thickness varies from 1cm to 30-35cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding and Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint open 1cm at the ceiling.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking and

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

black fungi.
Floor: covered with soil.
No Wall.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No Seepage.
Roll back water markings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- deslabing due to weathering along
bedding plane at ceiling.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey lichens and black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, deslabing due to
weathering along bedding plane at

1. Stable.

ceiling.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-168
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 20°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

located on a hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.45m, Height from ground-0.70m,
Depth-1.50m, Depth of caving along
bedding plane-3.00m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular rocky. Sloping towards N 15°W

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained quartzitic sandstone with bed thickness 1m.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint open where the floor meets
wall.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall& ceiling: Fresh and flaking and mineral
coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along open bedding joint where the
floor meets wall.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Orange, Yellow and Grey Lichens and black

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along open bedding joint
where the floor meets wall.

2. The seepage - bedding joint is connected
to a open joint in the up dip direction, if
necessary the up dip direction can be sealed
with water proof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved

periphery of ceiling.

for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-169
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S65°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Hillock located along hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.90m, Height from ground-0.65m,
Depth-1.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky sloping towards S65°E
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular rectangular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained quartzitic sandstone with 3cm to 35cm
thick bedding.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint in wall and ceiling
N30°W – S30°E/75°NE fracturing at floor.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Wall& ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with flaking.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No Seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, orange, yellow and dark green
lichens. Minor black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-170
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 15°E – S15°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.60m, Height from ground-10.00m,
Depth-5.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Tunnel type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rectangular covered with soil, rock debris and

if any

shrubs & grass sloping towards N15°E direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Rectangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Good

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bed thickness varies
from 90cm to 1.5m

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N80°W – S80°E open joint (2.5cm) with tree

material/tree growth

growth with left and right side.
Bedding joint open up to 2cm-10cm on either
wall. Tree growth on both joints.

16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered.
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered with limonite

bedding or bedding joint plane)

development.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along sub vertical and sub horizontal
joints.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

There are a few unstable blocks at the top along
which there is tree growth. The joints can be
strengthened.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, orange and yellow lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & assessment:

Remedial measures:

1.

Stability: There are a few a
unstable blocks at the top along
which there is tree growth. The

1. The trees along with its roots should be
completely removed.

joints can be strengthened
2.

Seepage along sub vertical and sub
horizontal joints.

2. The joints both vertical and open joints
should be packed with grout mix, which
in turn reduces the seepage along it.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the

4. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling. removed.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-171
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N40°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

On a hill top- located on hill slope close to

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-4.40m, Depth-4.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Tunnel type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, semicircular rocky sloping towards

if any

N40°W.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular, semicircular ceiling- Umbrella type

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

without central stand resting at 4 places.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

8.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Good

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness 1cm to 60cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N50°W – S50°E/90° open upto 3mm all along

material/tree growth

the ceiling from one end to the other end with
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seepage marks. N60°W – S60°E/90° tight joint
with 2.5m traceability. N75°E – S75°W/90°
tight with 2m traceability.
16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling & Wall: fresh to slightly weathered

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

with minor flaking and mineral coating.
Floor: fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along N50°W – S50°E/90° joint in

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

the ceiling.
Roll back water markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey, Orange, yellow and dark green lichens.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along N50°W – S50°
E/90° joint in the ceiling.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the joint with waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling

4. Suitable method should be evolved

and wall.
5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

for controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-172
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 80°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Hillock.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.00m, Height from ground-0.70m,
Depth-2.00m, Depth of caving along
bedding plane-1.50m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular. Rocky sloping towards N10°W

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor) 13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white lamination fine to

size, composition, cement, etc.)

medium grained sandstone with bed thickness
1cm to 20cmwith ferruginous cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N75°to 80°W - S75°to 80°E/80°NE open up
to 0.5cm with a shrub growth, traceability is
6m on the floor.

16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with
flaking and minor mineral coatings on ceiling.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No Seepage
Roll back water markings on ceiling

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, orange and yellow lichens and black

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi

fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-173
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 45°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Hillock located on a hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.45m, Height from ground-0.85m,
Depth-2.35m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rectangular, rocky, sloping towards N35°E

if any

direction

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Triangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Good

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bed thickness 0.5cm to
30cm with ferruginous cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N40°W – S40°E /90° open .3mm traceability

material/tree growth

is 2m.
E.W/90° tight fracture on ceiling 1.5m
traceability.

16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall& ceiling: slightly weathered with
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Not much close by.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, Greenish yellow and Orange lichen and

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

black fungi

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling, floor and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-174
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 50° W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a Hill slope.

5.

Dimension

W/L-13.00m, Height from ground-0.95m, Depth4.40m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-3.00m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave cum cantilever type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular floor, rocky sloping towards N10°E

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular and semicircular with immediate ceiling
has semi circular opening up to 100x70cm. The
lowest of the two-layer shelter.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple with off white colored fine to medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness 0.5cm to
30cm with silica ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Primary Bedding and cross bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N70°W – S70°E/80°NE 2mm opening traceability
1.5m in ceiling. JointN40°W-S40°E/80°SW
dipping joint 5cm open on left side.
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N50°W- S50°E/90° in ceiling tight traceability
is 3 m, Joint N55°W-S55°E/90° on the floor with
root growth along it, traceability is 3.5m. N45°WS45°E/80°NE open upto 2cm, traceability 2.5m a
with seepage markings.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with profuse flaking
and mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking
and mineral coating.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along JointN40°W-S40°E/80°SW dipping
open upto 5cm joint on left side.
Roll back water markings at periphery of ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- There is a tree root growth along
N55°W-S55°E joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Shrub and trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Yellowish green, Grey and Orange lichen and black
fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a tree
growth along N55°W-S55°E joint.

1. Stable. The tree and its roots should be
removed completely.

2.

Seepage along Joint N40°W-S40°
E/80° SW dipping, open 5cm on
left side. N45°W-S45°E/80°
NE open up to 2cm traceability
2.5m with seepage markings.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing the
entry points with waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-175
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 30°W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a Hill slope.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-7.50m, Height from ground-85cm, Depth3.50m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-4.00m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Triangular, partly rocky and partly covered with soil

if any

and debris.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Triangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Nil

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness varies from 1cm to 50cm.

14.

Primary structures

Cross Bedding and primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N60°W – S60°E/90° 2mm opening, traceability 2m

material/tree growth

in the ceiling.
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N65°W – S65°E/90° 2mm opening traceability 2m
in ceiling with seepage markings.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to moderately weathered with flaking
and mineral coating and fungi growth.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

No Wall.
Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along both joints open to sky.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable, tree growth on surface along N65°W- S65°E

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

18.

1.

Stability: Stable, tree growth on
surface along N65°W- S65°E joint.

2.

Seepage along both joints open to
sky.

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots should
be removed completely.
2. The seepage along both joints can be
controlled by sealing the entry points at the
top of cave as both are open to sky.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-176
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 45° W

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located on a Hill slope close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-7.75m, Height from ground-70cmm,
Depth-2.00m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-1.75m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Rocky, semicircular sloping towards N35°E with

if any

minor grass cover.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular semicircular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained

size, composition, cement, etc.)

sandstone with bed thickness varying from 1cm to
8cm with ferruginous cement.

14.
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15.

16.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N40°W – S40°E/90° opening up to 2mm and 2m

material/tree growth

length in ceiling with minor seepage.
Bedding joint, open where the floor meets wall.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Slightly to moderately weathered with

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

flaking and minor mineral coating.
Wall: Moderately weathered.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with mineral
coating.

17.

18.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along N40°W-S40°E/90° joint.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at the periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey and Orange lichen and black fungi.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along N40°W-S40°E/90°
joint.

2. The seepage can be controlled by sealing
the entry points which is exposed to sky
by water proof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling and
floor.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-177
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

On a Hill slope close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.60m, Height from ground-50cm,
Depth-2.20m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Rocky, irregular shape sloping towards N10°W
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness varying from
1cm to 8cm, ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

Bedding joint.
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16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall& Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered
with flaking.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No Seepage.
Roll back water markings along periphery.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey and yellow lichens and black fungi.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-178
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 50°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Hill slope close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-2.40m, Height from ground-60cm,
Depth-1.25m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Oval. Rocky sloping towards N30°W

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Oval.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained sandstone, bed thickness varies 1cm
to 15cm, ferruginous cement.

14.

Primary structures

Cross bedding and primary bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N70°W – S70°E/40°NE open 2mm with seepage
markings at the left side and traceability is 30cm.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with profuse flaking.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered and mineral

bedding or bedding joint plane)

coating.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along N70°W-S70°E/40° NE open joint
in the left part of ceiling.

trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings at periphery of ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Orange, Greenish yellow and Grey lichen

17.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

Seepage along N70°W-S70°E/40°
NE open joint in the left part of

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the entry points N70°W-S70°E/40° by

ceiling.
3.

Flaking on ceiling.

water proof cement.
3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on floor.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-179
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 15°E – S15°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Hill slope, close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-28.00m, Height from ground-4.15m,
Depth-2.00m,

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Opening at both sides, tunnel type, mostly

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/

triangular.

Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Triangular and semi circular.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Rectangular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N15°E – S15°W/90° at the crown of tunnel open

material/tree growth

bedding joint.
N 75°W- S75°E/90° open up to 10 mm with
seepage markings.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Wall: Fresh
Floor: covered with soil and rock boulder.

bedding or bedding joint plane)
17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along joints.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

There are numerous unstable blocks at the
crown at the entrance. There are tree growth and
roots along joints.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, Green and Yellow Lichen

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

2.

Stability: Unstable, there are

1. Unstable. The loose blocks at the entrance

numerous unstable blocks at the
crown at the entrance. There are

should be strengthened by grouting
and shotcreting. The tree along with its roots

tree growth and roots along joints.

should be removed.

Seepage along joints.

2. Seepage can be controlled by grouting/filling
the joints.

3.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-180
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 10°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Hill slope. Close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-7.90m, Height from ground-0.90cm,
Depth-1.80m, Depth of caving along
bedding plane-4.45m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever cum cave.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular rocky, sloping towards N10°E

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.
10.

Paintings presence
Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

No
---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bed thickness varies
from 1.5cm to 50cm.

14.
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15.

16.

17.

18.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N20°E – S20°W/90° joint, traceability 4.5m in

material/tree growth

ceiling open 2mm. Seepage markings.
Bedding joint.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh with flaking and mineral coating.

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along N 20°E- S20°W/90° joint at

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

the ceiling.
Roll back water markings.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- deslabing has occurred on right side.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, green yellow lichen and black fungi.

black or Fungi
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, deslabing has

1. Stable.

occurred on right side.
2.

Seepage along N 20°E- S20°W/90°
joint at the ceiling.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

2. Seepage along the joint can be controlled
by sealing it with waterproof cement as it
is exposed to sky.
3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-181
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S 70°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Hill slope close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-2.90m, Height from ground-0.90cm,
Depth-2.30m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, and partly covered with soil and grass.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular, oval shape.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple with off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bed thickness varies
from 0.5cm to 20cm with ferruginous cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

Bedding joint.

material/tree growth
16.

17.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking and black fungi growth on ceiling.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along bedding joint where floor cum
wall meets the ceiling.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, there is a tree growth on right side.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Greenish yellow lichens.

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a tree
growth on right side.

1. Stable, the tree along with its roots
should be removed.

2.

Seepage along bedding joint where
floor cum wall meets the ceiling.

2. The up dip direction of bedding joint
should be cleaned and sealed with
waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-182
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 70°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on hill top.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.70m, Height from ground-0.85cm,
Depth-2.90m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Umbrella type with two sides resting.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular triangular rocky, sloping towards
N15°E

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, semicircular cave.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness 0.5cm to
20cm with silica cement.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N80°W – S80°E/70°NE joint traceable over
2.5m in ceiling from one end to other, open 2mm
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with seepage markings. Bedding joint with
seepage marks in up dip direction.
16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall & Floor: Fresh with minor mineral coating.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along bedding joint where ceiling meets
the wall open upto 1cm and also along N

trend/ along floor)

80°WS80° E/ 70°NE joint.
Roll back water markings along periphery of ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- tree roots on left side.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Good growth, orange, yellow, grey, green and dark
green lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, tree roots on
left side.

2.

Seepage markings along bedding
joint where ceiling meets the wall
open upto 1cm and also along

1. Stable, the tree roots and the tree should
be removed.
2. Seepage along both the joints can be
controlled by sealing the entry points
with waterproof cement.

N80°W- S80°E/ 70°NE joint.
3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling,
floor and wall.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-183
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 50°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Hill slope. Close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-3.00m, Height from ground-1.10cm,
Depth-2.20m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-1.00m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular rocky, sloping towards N50°W with

if any

profuse roots along bedding where floor meets wall.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on wall and ceiling. (Red)

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Details not discernable

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic
animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Hematite red and Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

12 cm open bedding joint along which there is

material/tree growth

profuse root growth extending on the other side.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Slightly weathered with flaking and
mineral coating.
Wall: Fresh.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along bedding joint where floor meets
wall.
Roll back water markings at ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, could be destabilized due to banyan tree
growth on right side and left side fractures.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Bargat tree and shrub.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey and Orange lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, could be
destabilized due to banyan tree
growth on right side and left
side fractures.

1. Stable, tree along with its roots should
be removed.

2.

Seepage markings along bedding
joint.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the vertical joints on top, which are
connected to bedding joint.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and floor.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-184
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 55°E.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)\

Located on hill slope close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-3.00m, Height from ground-0.90cm,
Depth-1.90m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular rocky, sloping towards N15°W
direction.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
quartzitic sandstone with bed thickness 60cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N45°E – S45°W/90° joint open 3cm on floor
on left side and opening 0.5cm at ceiling with
seepage markings. Bedding joint is daylighted.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: slightly weathered with flaking and
mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh with flaking.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along N 45°E- S45°W/90° joint at

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

ceiling.
Roll back water markings at periphery of ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Unstable- Ceiling is precariously resting at

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

two places.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor, inaccessible.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, orange, red and yellow lichens and black
fungi.

17.

18.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, Ceiling is
precariously resting at two places.

1. Unstable, the ceiling can be strengthened
by concreting the existing base.

2.

Seepage markings along N 45°
ES45° W/90° joint at ceiling.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the entry points by waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved

periphery of ceiling.

for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-185
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located very close to scarp face.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-8.20m, Height from ground-0.80 to
1.05cm, Depth-2.20m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Triangular, rocky, sloping towards north.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular with concave projection.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Ceiling.

10.

Types of Paintings-decretive/line drawing

Could not discern very faint/faded.

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange painting is above mineral coating.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained sandstone with max bed thickness 50cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N65°W – S65°E/90° joint opened upto 10cm

material/tree growth

traceability is 6.0mand located on floor.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling & Wall: slightly weathered with flaking
and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable. A few shrubs on the surface of the shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree and shrub.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, green yellow lichens and black

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

1.

Stability: Stable, Few shrubs on
the surface of the shelter and few

1. Stable, the shrubs and tree should be
removed.

trees nearby areas.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and minor wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-186
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 40°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Hill slope. Close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.10m, Height from ground-0.90cm,
Depth-2.15m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cantilever.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular rectangle, rocky, sloping towards N

if any

40°W direction.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

--poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bed thickness 2.0cm to
20cm. Silica and ferruginous cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N70°E – S70°W/80°SE joint opened down to
the lower level shelter. Bedding joint open
upto 8cm where floor meets the wall base with
seepage marking.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered
with flaking and mineral coating.
Floor: Slightly weathered with mineral coating.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along bedding joint.
Roll back water markings and fungi growth on
ceiling and wall.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Unstable-deslabing along bedding joint on
left side.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey and green lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Unstable, deslabing
along bedding joint on left side.

1. Unstable. The deslabing can be left
as it is as it is connected to the other side.

2.

seepage markings along bedding
joint which is connected to vertical
joint on the surface.

2. seepage along bedding joint can be controlled
by sealing the vertical joint which is
connecting the bedding joint with surface.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling, floor
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved
for controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-187
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

East.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located close to scarp face.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.85m, Height from ground-1.80cm,
Depth-1.90m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Hood type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular (practically no floor) rocky, sloping

if any

towards north. Bedding joint with two big tree.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Lensoidal.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

---

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained sandstone with bed thickness 90 to 100cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N70° W – S70° E /90° fracture with 2mm

material/tree growth

opening and traceable over 1.5m with seepage
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markings in ceiling. bedding joint on the floor
along which there are two trees.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered
with profuse flaking in ceiling and profuse

bedding or bedding joint plane)

mineral coating on wall.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

Seepage along N70° W – S70° E /90° fracture in

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

the ceiling.
Roll back water markings at periphery.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable- there is tree along the bedding joint on

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

floor.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Yellow lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

17.

18.

1.

Stability: Stable, there is tree
along the bedding joint on floor.

2.

Seepage markings along N70° W–
S70° E /90° fracture in the ceiling.

1. Stable, the tree should be removed
completely along with its roots.
2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the joint, which is exposed to sky at the
entry point with waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-188
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S55°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Located close to scarp face.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-4.60m, Height from ground-1.10cm,
Depth-3.60m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave cum hood type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, rocky, sloping towards north.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular oval.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on wall.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Details Could not be discerned (faded).

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Hematite red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium
grained thickly bedded sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N50° W – S50° E /90° joint with a tree growth

material/tree growth

and this joint separate both shelters 187 and 188
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: slightly to moderately weathered with
profuse flaking and mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall : Fresh to slightly weathered with profuse
flaking and mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings deep inside the ceiling

trend/ along floor)

upto half distance.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Trees.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Orange , greenish yellow, grey and dark grey

(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.
5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-189
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S50°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Hill slope. Close to scarp.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-17.50m (outer arch length), Height from
ground-0.90cm, Depth-3.80m, Depth of caving
along bedding plane-1.84 to 2.45m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Semicircular mushroom

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Semicircular, rocky, sloping towards N20°W.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple (reddish) with off white colored fine to

size, composition, cement, etc.)

medium grained quartzitic sandstone with bed
thickness > 70cm

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N25°E – S25°W/90°tight joint traceability 1.2m
in ceiling exposed to sky. N60°E –
S60°W/90°tight joint, N60°W – S60° E
/90°tight joint traceability is 1.20m. and bedding
joint.

16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling & Wall: slightly to moderately
weathered with profuse flaking and profuse

bedding or bedding joint plane)

mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings deep inside the
ceiling.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Trees and shrubs.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, green, orange, yellow lichens and black
fungi.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable.

1. Stable.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the

5. Suitable method should be evolved for

periphery of ceiling.

controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-189 A
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S20°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Close to scarp. Upper tier.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-6.00m, Height from ground-1.10cm, Depth2.80m, Depth of caving along bedding plane-0.80cm.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Hood type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular.

if any
8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

Present on wall.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

Dancing posture, sun, peacock, dogs, bands, use

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

of white color for decoration and decorated horse
in dancing position and geometrical figure.

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Moderately good.

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
thickly (more than 100cm) bedded sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N50° W – S50° E /90° tight joint dilating towards

material/tree growth

outer direction.
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16.

17.

18.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

and mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)

No seepage.

roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Roll back water markings deep inside.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/

Stable, there is a tree (banyan) on the right side.

failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)
19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,

Grey, green, orange, yellow and black lichens.

black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural.

23.

Geotechnical Problems & assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there is a tree
(banyan) on the right side.

1. Stable, the tree should be removed along
with its roots.

2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-190
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

LJ-18 & E/22.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

North.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Hillock close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-13.00m, Height from ground-2.10 to 3.60m,
Depth- 9.30m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/
Cave/Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple
Hood/ Tunnel/ etc.

Hood cum cantilever. 3-tier shelter top is
inaccessible.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Semicircular, partly rocky and partly covered by flat
debris.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Semicircular.

9.

Paintings presence

On wall and ceiling

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

1st tier: Line drawing with dancing animals, horse,
war and geometric lines. Deer (12 horns), horse,
human in white colour fighting scene in ceiling.
2nd Tier: Orange red- fighting with bow and arrow
with spear.
3rd Tier: Primitive line drawing on top (ceiling)
with white color. Lower hematite red, white line
and white fill.

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

Orange, white and red.

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

Good.

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
thickbedded (more than 100cm) quartzitic sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Thick bedding.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N20° to 60°E – S20° to 60°W/90° fracture
traceable over 7.0m with seepage along it. Opening
into shelter no-189 and the other end continues
in ceiling. Two N35°W-S35°E/ 90° fracture
in ceiling traceable over 4m tight joint.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh with minor flaking and mineral coating.
Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along N20° to 60°E – S20° to 60°W/90°
fracture at the ceiling of 1st tier shelter.
Roll back water markings at the top tier shelter
fungal growth on the top tier ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- tree growth on surface.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Trees, shrubs and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey, orange lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, tree growth on
surface.

1. Stable, the tree should be removed along
with its roots.

2.

Seepage markings along N20° to
60°E – S20° to 60°W/90° fracture
at the ceiling of 1st tier shelter.

2. Seepage along the joint can be arrested by
sealing the network of joints off which some
are exposed to sky by waterproof cement at
the entry point. At the top ceiling there is a
NW-SE joint is visible that should be sealed
for controlling the entry of water.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on floor.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-191
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S 20°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on scarp face.

5.

Dimension

W/L-7.60m, Height from ground-1.00cm,
Depth-6.65m.

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cave type open on both ends (tunnel).

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, circular, covered with soil, sloping
towards S28°E

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, flat ceiling open on all sides and
resting at two places.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

---

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
thick- bedded (more than 100cm) quartzitic sandstone.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N35°W-S35°E/90° open upto 35 cm open to
sky. On floor along the trace of this joint
two trees are seen. This joint separates the
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shelter from the adjacent rock and it is the left
extreme end.
16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling & Wall: Fresh to slightly weathered
with minor mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor flaking.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along bedding joint where wall meets
ceiling. The bedding joint in its upstream
direction connected to a vertical joint with tree
growth, which may act as entry point.
Roll back water markings profuse along joint
also at the periphery.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- there are a few tree growth on top of it
with roots seen along bedding.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichen-green, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, though resting
on two places. Tree on its left side
floor and emerges out through the
N 35°WS35° E/90° joint.

1. Stable. The tree should b\e removed
along with its roots and if needed the
existing base should be strengthened by
concreting.

2.

Seepage markings N 35°W- S35°
E/90° joint.

2. Seepage can be left as it is, as it is not
affecting the shelter

3.

Flaking on ceiling and wall.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating minor on ceiling
and wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-192
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No.

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

S45°E .

4.

Location w. r. t. topography

Close to scarp face.

(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)
5.

Dimension

W/L-9.30m, Height from ground-0.50m to
1.0m, Depth-2.20m, Depth of caving along
bedding plane 2.50m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/

Cave type.

Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.
7.

8.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit

Irregular, partly rocky and partly covered with

if any

debris, sloping towards N60°E..

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,

Irregular.

Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval
9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing

---

(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)
11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /

Poor

Exc./ poor)
13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain

Purple to off white colored fine to medium

size, composition, cement, etc.)

grained sandstone with bed thickness 1.0cm to
60cm with silica cement.

14.
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15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N60° W – S60°E /80°SW tight joint, traceability
1.0m in ceiling. N70° W – S70°E /90° open upto
3.5cm on floor.

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with flaking
and minor mineral coating.

bedding or bedding joint plane)

Floor: Fresh, rocky.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

No seepage.
Roll back water markings at the periphery of

trend/ along floor)

ceiling.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, There are a few shrubs on top and trees in
front of shelter.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey lichens and black fungi..

17.

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)
22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, There are few
shrubs on top and trees in front

1. Stable, the shrubs should be removed
from top.

of shelter.
2.

No seepage markings.

2. No seepage markings.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-193
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 10°W.

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope. (gentle slope)

Located on an isolated hillock close to scarp.

5.

Dimension

W/L-6.50m, Height from ground-1.20cm,
Depth-4.75m, Depth of caving along bedding
plane-6.00m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever with support on extreme end. (Partly
tunnel)

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, rocky, sloping towards N10°W.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Triangular.

9.

Paintings presence

No

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Buff to purple colored, fine to medium grained
quartzitic sandstone with bed thickness 1.5cm to
50cm

14.

Primary structures

Primary bedding.

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling

N50° W– S50° E /90° tight joint traceability
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material/tree growth

4.0m on floor. Bedding joint prominent at the
bottom and top of wall connected to floor and ceiling

16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom
Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Ceiling: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
mineral coating.
Floor: Fresh to slightly weathered with minor
flaking.

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &
trend/ along floor)

Seepage along bedding joint where wall meets
ceiling. The bedding joint in its upstream
direction connected to a vertical joint with tree
growth, which may act as entry point of water.
Roll back water markings.

18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable, there are a few trees on top of it with roots
seen along bedding joint on surface.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good
(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

Grey lichens and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, there are a few
trees on top of it with roots seen
along bedding joint on surface.

1. Stable, the trees should be removed
along with its roots.

2.

Seepage markings along bedding
joint where wall meets ceiling to a
vertical joint with tree growth, which
may act as entry point of water.

2. Seepage can be controlled by sealing
the vertical joint and upstream side of
bedding joint by waterproof cement.

3.

Flaking on floor.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on ceiling.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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Rock Shelter No. AS-194
Sl. No.

Parameter

Details

1.

Previous no. if any

No

2.

Photo Plate No.

---

3.

Facing Direction (opening)

N 35°E

4.

Location w. r. t. topography
(Hill/plateau/mod. slope./gentle slope)

Located on a hillock close to scarp face.

5.

Dimension

W/L-9.00m, Height from ground-1.35m,
Depth-3.50m

6.

Type of shelter: Open cave/ Cave/
Cantilever/ Hood type/ Multiple Hood/
Tunnel/ etc.

Cantilever cum cave type.

7.

Floor description-shape /slope/ deposit
if any

Irregular, partly rocky and partly covered with rock
debris and soil.

8.

Ceiling shape: Semicircular, Triangular,
Rectangular, Flat, Concave, Convex,
Irregular, Cavity, Oval

Irregular, extreme end of the ceiling is broken.

9.

Paintings presence

No.

10.

Types of Paintings-decorative/line drawing
(hunting/dancing/fighting/domestic or
cultural activities/wild or domestic animals)

---

11.

Color: (Orange, Red, White, black, etc.)

---

12.

State of preservation: (Good/v. good /
Exc./ poor)

poor

13.

Litho logy (color, bed thickness, grain
size, composition, cement, etc.)

Purple to off white colored fine to medium grained
sandstone with bed thickness 8cm to 200cm.

14.

Primary structures

Bedding

15.

Joints, fractures (trend/opening /filling
material/tree growth

N35°E – S35°W/90° joint at the middle of shelter
with 2mm opening with minor seepage marks and
bedding joint.
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16.

Weathering (on wall/crow/, bottom

Ceiling: Fresh with minor flaking.

Scaling /flaking/crumbling along
bedding or bedding joint plane)

Wall: fresh to slightly weathered with mineral coating
Floor: Covered with soil and rock debris (broken
ceiling).

17.

Seepage: (on crown, wall, floor)
roll back (through joints- location &

Seepage along bedding plane at the middle of wall.
Roll back water markings.

trend/ along floor)
18.

Stability with reason (tree/fracture/tilt/
failure if any toppling, wedge, plane)

Stable- tree on top and at side of shelter with roots
seen along joint.

19.

Vegetations growth around

Tree, shrub and grass.

20.

Accessibility (good /poor /inaccessible)

Poor.

21.

Microbial growth-Excellent, good

Grey, green (Light) yellow, green and orange lichens

(Lichengreen, yellow, orange, grey,
black or Fungi)

and black fungi.

22.

Damage (Natural/Anthropogenic)

Natural

23.

Geotechnical Problems & Assessment:

Remedial Measures:

1.

Stability: Stable, tree on top and
at side of shelter with roots seen

1. Stable, the tree should be removed along
with its roots.

along joint.
2.

Seepage markings along bedding
plane at the middle of wall.

2. Seepage along bedding joint which may be
connected to vertical joint, however it could
not be established, but the up dip of
bedding joint is exposed to sky.

3.

Flaking on ceiling.

3. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling flaking.

4.

Mineral coating on wall.

4. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling mineral coating.

5.

Roll back water markings at the
periphery of ceiling.

5. Suitable method should be evolved for
controlling roll backwater.
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